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Newsletter 4: And they’re off Paris, France October 30 2002



Hi everyone, and to all the new recipients of this newsletter – which will become livelier and livelier as we go. First thanks to everyone who was present at our departure from Vitry Le Francois, even those who hadn’t slept much, and those who couldn’t partake in the good red wine and “saucission” today. Those who saw us take off from La Marne must have seen the several difficulties we encountered – certainly the fatigue from the party the night before took its toll, but the 120 km/hour wind was one of our biggest obstacles. Yes – we have met our first enemy, swift and terrible moving direct from Brittany, picking up speed as it crosses the Parisian plains. This new adversary has considerably decreased our progress, we ride along at about 8 kilometers an hour on average. That’s how we end up camping at Somessous, barely 30 kilometers away from Vitry. We stay for 13 hours thanks to daylight savings time, not too much to allow us to recover enough to meet our invisible combatant, the wind. Nonetheless, this first day allows us some surprises, with the meeting of an unexpected person – Rene Flinois, the owner of a bar in Fere Champenoise, a man who walked to Tokyo from Paris before becoming a reporter in Afghanistan for 6 years. He gives us pointers on our map, a quick photo lesson and some advice on taking care of our feet and backsides. The two following days finally see the wind diminish to 0 km/hr, and it’s on a cushion of air, let’s say, a cloud that carries us the 120 km to Paris. Riding a bike can be great – all of a sudden, Africa seems much closer. At the same time, we realize why there’s an “auto” in “autoroute.” After the first showing of our spectacle in the Vincennes Park for a group of children, we stop at Rando-Cycles bike shop for a couple of little knick-knacks for our bike and are ready for the second big deparure….tonight we go to Paris’ “Le Baroudeur bar – talk to you soon for the rest of our adventures... Val and Seb



Newsletter 14, Sebastien and Valerian



Dateline: Nouadhibou. 4 350th km by bike. Jan 11 2003. Salam akeykum, In the last episode, we were about to celebrate the New Year in Agadir -- but so many things have happened since, we need a day-by-day rundown of events. Tuesday, Dec 31: having heard about a Gnawa concert on the road towards Essaouira, we went to check it out, only to find out when we got there that the concert had been canceled. That however freed us up to be invited by Hassan, a tireless local fisherman and poet. Him and his nephews brought us to a surfer hang-out, where we rang in the New Year with champagne -- which didn' t seem to offend the prophet too much that night... Wednesday, Jan 1: The year didn' t start out too well for Val, with wo flat tires and a twisted chain. A serious headache of a problem. Fortunately, all is well that ends well. Also on that day, our friends Polo and Zazar, left us and took the bus back to the airport in Marrakesh. Thursday, Jan 2: On the way to Tiznit, the desert starts to make its presence known little by little: vegetation becomes more and more rare, and to deal with the fairly monotonous vistas, we' ve found a way to read and ride simultaneously. Unexpected meeting with Mathias, a German biker-walker, on a Moroccan hike. Friday, Jan 3: to our surprise, the sides of the Atlas mountains are green, and the vegetation is even more dense, just where is this desert? At Mirflet, we run into Marina, traveler, writer, director, and her brother Jean, and their friend, Maylise. At night fall, we shared dinner over a wood fire on the terrace of their hotel. Saturday, Jan 4: Despite the relentless rays of the sun, still no desert. At Goulmine, Ali invites us for couscous, with a little Saharan music. Sunday, Jan 5: We take the bus for Tan Tan, and finally invade the interior of the longawaited desert. Unpleasant surprise for Seb at Tan Tan Beach; he thought he had lost his jacket (not a big deal, except for the fact that all his travellers' checks were in one of the pockets). A luckless search for the jacket in the middle of the night, but by sheer lucky coincidence we found the jackets the next day, and the travelers checks were still there. Monday, Jan 6: The road takes us to Laayoune, capital of the Western Sahara. To our left, sandy, rocky desert -- with the silhouettes of sand dunes breaking out of the horizon in the distance. To our right, the blue desert of the ocean, with the powerful ocean waves crashing into the craggy shore. But looks are deceiving, the weather is gray and windy and cold ; we even had rain at points. That evening, we camped out with Stephane, a fellow French traveler, hiking around Africa in a dozen or so years. Having left with 40 Euros in his pocket, he' s all out of money after having all his equipment robbed in Spain ; still, nothing can stop him from completing the tour.



Tuesday, Jan 7: We hitchhiked our way to Laayoune by Range Rover driven by illicit flour traffickers. (Note on translation: I wasn' t sure that' s what Val meant ; but he really did say :des contrebandiers de farine saharaouis.) Before leaving them, we took a little time to drink some tea behind the dunes. At nightfall, we got into a van driven by Germans, who have solved the problem of drinkable water in the desert by bringing beer with them .. 50 liters each. Wednesday, Jan 8: We leave the Germans in Dakhla, to cycle to El Argoub in the desert where sand progressively takes the place of rock. Thursday, Jan 9: On the road towards the Mauritanian border, we met Abdellah and Abdelmaliks, two desert-inhabitants looking for their lost camel. At night, our tent transforms itself into a nomad camping ground, with carpets, gas for tea and a prayer. Friday, Jan 10: Fortune smiles down on us as we happen to run into Abdellah' s brother' s land cruiser, which takes us to Nouadhibou, to sell some very precious and rare commodities in this region: fruits and vegetables. After being checked by customs at least 8 times, we cross the border into Mauritania, just in time to be invited by MC, a young Mauritanian actor. He invites us to kind of a post-wedding party, normally for women, but today invaded by men. There, we take the opportunity to interview Cher, a pretty well-known witch doctor in these parts. That takes us to where we are today, in the north of Mauritania, in the heart of the desert, after having cycled 4 350 km. PS. Internet connections are becoming rarer and slower, so we' re sorry not to be able to respond quickly to everyone who' s written us. Val and Seb



Newsletter 15, Sébastien et Valérian Sénégal, 20 janvier 2003



There you have it , we' re in sub-saharan Africa, after a week in Mauritania, and 4 days already in Senegal, the country of open arms. The country is everything we dreamed of, with an immense savannah and inhabitants who seem to be always ready for a laugh. Yet again, we are surprised to see how neighboring worlds can be so different , the Senegalese river, barely several hundred feet wide, separates two radically different countries. On the one hand, Mauritania is stifling, overcome by sand, where the only refreshment is found in cold, canned drinks. On the other hand, Senegal is exuberant, the streets teeming with people, women ready with a smile, the colors, the music, the rows of fruit, each one more appetizing than the last. Nevertheless, don' t be mistaken, we' ve left Mauritania with some great memories. Between Nouadhibou and Nouakchott, we put our bikes on the roof of an all-terrain vehicle for the more than 500 km it took to cross the heart of the Sahara. For 24 hours, the driver took roads known to him alone, stopping in some out-of-the-way oasis, groupings of dust-filled shacks, where they sold concentrated milk, cans of sardines and sea biscuits.



At Nouakchott, we met the rapper DJ Hach and his side-kick Ppe Sy. The sang les "Mine Zemin" about the injustice and the severity of life in the sands , in Wolof, Peul, Hassaniya, French and English. On the heels of a very professionally produced album in Dakar, he' s returned to the turntables to put together some new material, heavily influenced by American rap. He told us he dreams of going to Senegal or to France, since the musical scene in Mauritania doesn' t allow for much development of a rap culture. We got back on the bikes between Nouakchott to Rosso (the Senegalese border), surrounded by golden dunes of sand and spiny plants that often prove disastrous for bike tires , as Seb can attest. At camp sites, we' re invited to drink tea in Kheimas, nomad tents. In the morning, we wake up with camels around us , the slightly salty milk is excellent. We go looking for water as the children (scared of us at first in our clown garb), quickly run back to us laughing. It' s an ideal audience, mesmerized by everything. Like the little boy in whose ear Val pretended to take out a scarf, asking us to put the scarf back before leaving. Once we crossed the river into Senegal, and we escaped the dishonest guides and other schemes, the savannah opened itself before us , with its baobabs, its trees, its birds and its grapefruit-colored sunsets. It' s all kind of a surprise, here the "lions" play football, and for the first time in this land of Islam, we are welcomed by the women of the village. Beautiful and smiling, they never miss the chance to claim their "gift, gift". Between baths in the canal, pick-up football games with the kids , Seb became the object of affection for the daughter of the village chief. He refused her advances. At night, the children came together in a circle, singing and clapping their hands, "Dance, Monsieur, Dance". African ambiance. The next day, in the village of Temey, the teacher Omar invited us to share in a theboudienne, the traditional platter of rice and fish. To thank them, we put on our best show ever - all to the rhythm of the children clapping their hands. On the road, the "Thank Yous and Goodbyes" echo in our heads. In leaving, Omar tells us that for many of them, it was their first real encounter with white people. We leave you for now since the road to Dakar, full of adventures, awaits. Val and Seb



Newsletter 16, Sébastien et Valérian Dakar, Senegal Feb. 2 2003



Salam aleykum for the last time, since it' s here at Leopold Senghor Airport that we finish up the African leg of our tour. After tomorrow, we start the next chapter on a new continent, a New World, that we will be entering by way of the Argentinean port of Buenos Aires. Until then, let' s take a look at the last two weeks: First, wherever we went, we' ve largely benefited from African hospitality. Among the many, there was Louga, Mohamed, the shop-keeper and expert on the Koran, at Calsame Diop, the warmth and humor of Diagn, at whose house that Sebastien got over a case of malaria, then a Thilmakha, Bara, the manager at the communications center. Or again in the Tivaoune hospital,



which offered a bed to Valerian, so he could also get over a case of malaria. And who can forget Laye, the master-diver at M' Boro on the Sea. Only in Dakar did we have a bad surprise: finding out that we were in his house - despite having been invited by his nephew- Didier' s uncle threw us out at 10 o' clock at night. A strong believer in the African tradition: The head of the household is king! Since it' s a little tough to set up "camp" in the middle of the big city, we found a budget hotel (i.e. seedy). Fortunately, the next day, for our last night on African soil, we were lodged by Samba the sculptor. These were two weeks rich in discoveries. First and foremost, eating: boiled mutton, grilled chicken, mafé, yassé, fuju (translation, please), couscous, grains boiled in milk, onion omelets, grilled fish ... Senegalese cuisine is as full of surprises as there are grains of rice. It' s all washed down with some very strong, very sweet (at least 1/3 sugar) tea, drunk with a thick foam on top. We drank liters of the stuff, in restaurants, in homes, in markets in telecenters. Let' s not forget touba coffee, seasoned with an incomparable spice. Spirituality was not left out among our discoveries, since we encountered numerous muslim brotherhoods of which the "witch doctors" divide the coutry: Mourides, Bayfall, Tivaoune. Discovery of popular culture and its traditions. The dance at thilmakha where our presence made a sensation, to the bewitching sound of soukouss, of Youssou' ndour, Omar Penn and Jon Seck. And even a hair appointment for Seb, who had his hair braided by a Burkinian. As for our shows, our spectacles have led us to the school in Serigne N' diaye. The spectators show themselves to be very enthusiastic, surprised and smiling. Some learn quickly to juggle with the balls and the devil sticks. In Dakar, we met some passionate artists. First of all, Mustapha Brame, paints Bayfall, a religion close to Rastafarianism, who shows his work in the street. He' s been painting since 1977, the rural world, African women, in a modern style and depouille. After having studied fine art in Dakar in 1986, he lives in community and sells his wares for the witch doctors. Samba the sculptor, who started his art at 8 years old with his uncle. With graceful movements, he carves ebony and teek into all sorts of African figures: lions, elephants, giraffes, hippos, hunters and women. As for sport, we haven' t done much biking, but a lot of walking-while-pushing. A little football, a little petanque, children' s games, swimming, horse-back riding and a glacial dive (5 minutes walk from Place de L' independence, Route de la Corniche Est, BP 2224 Dakar, 00 221 822 24 41, ). [email protected], http://perso.wanadoo.fr/oceanium.dakar/' We leave Africa happy, our heads full of unforgettable memories, ready for a new cultural shock. Mange dem (I' m leaving), in two days we' ll be in Buenos Aires. Val and Seb



Newsletter 17 Hola -Que Tal? Here we go -we just crossed the atlantic, not by bike as we are often asked, but by air, and watch out -not just any old air, the rarefied air on First Class on British Airways. Us, who have gone without showers for four days! The steward, very brutishly, let us know that our neighbors had complained of our not very pleasant foot odor, and that we were asked to please get rid of our aromatic socks. Step by Step, or Tire by Tire, we are discovering Argentina, the country that we don' t know anything about, aside from the fact that it extends from the tropics to Antartica, that it is the homeland of Maradona and of Che, and that is the biggest producer of beef in the world. When we finally arrived we were pretty surprised by the heat and humidity of the summer, we are now in another hemisphere. After getting back our bikes without too many troubles, we attempted to ride into Buenos Aires, by the 10 lanes coming from the airport. We left the highway at any rate, thanks to the police, at our service. The Argentinean capital looks like an American city, with its grid-like layout and its big streets, nevertheless, the people live there like Europeans - but something' s not quite the same. Their smiles, their interested questions, their spontaneous welcomes, no, it really IS a whole other world. It' s at 1584 de la Caille Chile, that we meet Oscar and Jorge Vidalo, the two directors of the Circo Criollo School. Criollo is a name given to this kind of typical Argentinean circus, that has mixed circus and theater for over 200 years. Alas, with the advent of televised entertainment, this kind of popular art has disappeared slowly. Today, the two brothers of "Hermano Vidallo Circus," proud descendents of a big circus family, who opened the second circus school in South America, after Cuba. In their 60s, they teach with passion, acrobatics, trapeze, balance, juggling, mime and all kinds of clowning. It keeps them young! Finally, to escape the monstrous heat of the metropolis with its 13 million inhabitants, we got back on the road. We plunge ourselves into the heart of the Pampa, this strange "Flat Earth" of the Querandies, Raqueles and Araucano tribes -all massacred by the conquistadors. It' s a wild prairie, with its black cows, its innumerable insects and its friendly and talkative inhabitants.At Nortberto de la Riestra, we are welcomed by Patricia, the cashier at the gas station who helped us to a glass of local beer. And after we answered their passionate inquiries about our trip before spending the night at Juan Domingo' s. The next day, our journey to May 25 (a weird name for a town, but it' s their independence day, in 1810), stirs up a group of little ones, who try, more or less successfully, our different kinds of juggling acts. As for cuisine, we are spoiled again -as usual! We eat beef cooked on Parillas, barbeque grills that border all Argentinean cities, good but a little fatty. Of course, let' s not forget Mate, the national drink, the Paraguayan herb that every red-blooded Argentine is obliged to drink from morning to night. We put it in a calebasse and then add little by little hot water, but not boiling, and then the entire concoction is drunk through a kind of metal straw called a bombilla.



We' re getting ready to give our first Argentine spectable, at the hospital in Bragado, a little town, small and out of the way but welcoming. We leave you for the Andes, and the journey will doubtless be more physically demanding. Ciao, Hasta Luego Val and Seb



Newsletters 18 and 19 In these newsletters, Val and Seb have made the journey from Buenos Aires, through the Pampas, the Andes and up through Chile to Santiago de Chile, where they are staying presently. Although Argentina has seen its currency lose more than 2/3 of its value and the economy remains in crisis, Val and Seb have only encountered solidarity and warmth from the Argentinean people. In nursing homes, police and fire stations and villages, they have been welcomed by song, wine, empanadas -but always kindness. One particularly touching memory: a prison guard singing a plaintive Pampan melody as a prisoner, Jesus, accompanies him on guitar. Another interesting bit: every village seems to have its own newspaper, cable channel and radio station : they know because they' ve been followed by all of them! Nights in the Argentinean countryside have been a veritable orchestra of sound: wild ducks, geese, birds, insects and other unknown animals (not the least of which being mosquitos) making their presence felt. Among silent storms and windy roads, Val and Seb steel themselves for their journey through the Andes. In the next newsletter, Val and Seb are in Chile, resting after their Andes traversee. Just before leaving Argentina, they describe meeting several jugglers, who make their living entertaining drivers at traffic lights. They spent the next day barbequing with the jugglers, and shared some red Argentinean wine. The next few days crossing the Pampa in the shadow of the Andes were tough, to say the least. They were obliged to go about 100 kilometers out of their way in blazing heat to use a road that was passable, rocky, but passable all the same. They were compensated for their efforts, however, with amazing starry-filled nights, green valleys and pink sunsets. They were also happened upon by a real-life Argentinean gaucho, hat cocked on his head, knife in his belt and Nikes on his feet. His name was Aurelio, and he shared a camp in the summer with Diego amidst their 1,600 heads of cattle. For the occasion, Aurelio, or « Loco Lelo » sacrificed a sheep and gave Seb and Val vegetables and meat for the road. At the border with Chile however, they were stopped with the produce and decided to share it with the border patrol. A bottle of pisco, the national drink of Chile, was procured. The next day they started the descent towards the Pacific, rocky again, the two were worried they' d fly off their bikes -but alls well that ends well, just a couple blown tubes and ripped tire for Seb. The countryside is much less arid, more like Switzerland, with fields of blueberries and apples.



The next day, Seb and Val separated for the first time, with Val heading towards Santiago to meet with Michele and Seb staying in Talca with Keno, a photographer at the local newspaper. The capital is immense, the Mupuche native influence is still very present, the hysterical bus-drivers and bustling commercial activity contrasts strongly with Argentina. Michele and Val head to the coastal city of Valparaiso. While no longer a rest stop for ships rounding Cape Horn, the multi-colored, hilltop houses encircling the city remain. Everyone met finally at Fabio' s house, a cartoonist and friend of Keno. Afterwards, Val and Michele went to see lakes and volcanoes in Puerto Montt while Seb toured the cities on the central coast. Never fear, our two adventurers will find each other soon to continue the voyage. Val and Seb



Newsletter 20 Kia ora (Hello in Maori), kei te pehea koe (how’s it going?) "Welcome" to New Zealand. With his short, stumpy, latex-covered-fingers, an officer of this country’s customs department gladly took our $100 fine. Drugs? Weapons? Rest assured - none of that, Val and Seb had simply omitted declaring several suspect items that could contaminate N.Z.: their tent, their juggling balls (stuffed with seeds), their goat skin-covered drum, a gourd the size of a plum and 20 grams of dehydrated milk. Everything was destroyed, save for the tent and the drum. With one million inhabitants (or a quarter of the country’s population), Auckland is the biggest city in the country, but not the capital, which is Wellington. The city center, dominated by the famous Sky City tower, seems modern, though a little sterile, lacking some of the charm found in other historically-charged cities. http://www.aucklandnz.com . But before we tackle the kiwis, let’s summarize our last few weeks in Chile. Two weeks ago, our two adventurers took different routes: Val and Michele chose to check out the south while Seb breezed along the coast of the XII region. Here’s what happened: Michele et Val Descending toward Puerto Montt, more than 1,000 km from Santiago, the views from the plane were breath-taking. To the east, snow-capped Andean peaks bathe in the evening’s last rays, while to the west, the sun melts slowly into the clouds resting over the Pacific. After 70 km in a bus, we find ourselves at the foot of Chile’s Mt. Fuji, Mt. Osorno. Osorno, a volcano barley emerged from the frozen waters of Lanquihue Lake, is topped by an almost perfect cone-shaped, snow-topped summit. The glacial waters from Osorno melt into the Salto Rio rapids, where they are meticulously documented by dozens of tourists bearing cameras, and probably, Fuji film We follow the sea and jump to Chiloe, an island, that happens to be the rainiest place in Chile. Our ferry is escorted by otters to Ancud, a town on the island. The next day, among green hills reminiscent of Scotland, in a burping and hiccuping bus, we check out the little Punihuil islands, which house Humbolt and Magellan penguins, a band of sea gulls, eagles and other birds and otters. Chile, and especially Chiloe, focuses on the sea and its products, which is reflected in its restaurants and markets. Seaweed algae, which is harvested and dried before being sent to Japan, is the island’s specialty. Before



heading back to the north, we walked around the center of the island, around the colorful village of Castro, where the houses on stilts, in the Palifatos neighborhood, are hit by the tides two times a day. http://www.chiloeweb.com http://www.mitologiachilota.cl Seb After one hour in a bus to leave the capital, I’m at the end of the earth. The village of Boca, with its colorful, wooden fisherman houses is perched near the top of a gorge, stuck between the Pacific and a river. Having passed a chilly night on the beach, I go towards Pichilemo, the surfer capital of Chile. There, I meet Pepe, a gym teacher, who invites me to put up my tent in the garden of his small casa, that he shares with his three friends, one of whom is a gringo (American.) He works with a Christian mission, which trains missionaries from all over the world. There we passed some super-friendly nights between Bolivians, Chileans, Venezuelans and Germans, grilling chorizos. The afternoon was spent surfing, Pepe lent me a board and a wet-suit and I spent one afternoon in the 12-degree Celsius water of the Pacific, freezing but happy http://www.gochile.cl/Attr_s/htm/pichilemu.asp Under cover of darkness, Michele gets back on the plane and Val went to Fabio’s hometown of Curepto with Seb and Fabio, our cariacturist. There, the Gonzalez family give them a warm welcome, and the three were spoiled on empanadas, corn and bean purees, and other kinds of tasty Chilean treats. Let’s not forget the excellent Chilean wine. http://www.curepto.cl Fabio brings us to his childhood school, where we give a show to 350 students, excited and happy to see us. The next day we travel to the heart of the hilly countryside, to another school, which sprouts like a flower in the middle of charcoal. The three teachers and their 32 students are like a big family. On the way back to Santiago, we follow missile by missile the carpet-bombing of Baghdad. Here, like in the rest of the world, protests are taken to the street: with jugglers, acrobats, drummers, dancers and concerts. We must say that Chileans streets are a living art project. Always crowded, you can’t take one step in the downtown without crossing some kind of mime, clown, musician, painter, astronomer, sellers of everything and nothing. We meet Ricardo, master of the guitar, he plays in the middle of a crowd that knows his melancholy cuban airs by heart. http://www.a-zoftourism.com/travel-tosantiago.htm He’s been traveling for 19 years, dispensing his comic/satirical commentary between songs. Guitar on his shoulders, pointed profile, crazy hair, and he’s back on the road. As you can see, Chile knew how to charm us, and it’s not without a little sadness that we leave our friends Fabio and Marcela. The adventure continues, Haere ra (Bye) Val and Seb



Newsletter 21



New Zealand, April 6 2003 Kia ora, kei te pehea koe ? (Hi, how' s it going? in maori) We' ve been biking across the wilds of New Zealand for about 10 days now -- though it hasn' t all been easy, we were rudely awakened by our aching muscles (not much cycling in Chile)...But we' re glad to have once again found of freedom and our precious nomadic lifestyle. It took some time to meet some Kiwis -- at first, New Zealand seemed a little too clean, too organized, too calculated, fenced in and inaccessible. So we went to the Kiwis themselves -- we knocked on doors and met several Kiwis (Paula and her sons Sutton and Kenrick, for example) kind enough to shelter and feed us. After a week, we reached Rotorua, a town eternally covered in smelly, sulfuric fumes. You can find boiling and steaming lakes right in the middle of downtown. There, circus performer and animal-trainer Uncle Ernie, hooks us up with two free tickets to the Weber Brothers Circus -- which has called Rotorua home for two weeks. We checked out all the classic circus acts: balance, trampoline, trapeze, clows (we take notes). We also got to meet 19-year-old Sam Lander, fresh out of circus school, and three Columbian performers, Carlos, Heber and Hewin. As evening falls, our tent looks tiny compared to circus' . All along the route we' re looked at with curiousity by the animals that make up New Zealand: sheep (60 million for 3.8 mil inhabitants), deer, llamas and sometimes (when they' re not squashed in the street) opossums. Without a doubt, however, the king of the kiwi animals is the tick. Every last square inch is covered with them, ready to jump on our appetising legs. We then enter the mystical, semi-tropical Te Urewera (Burnt Penis) Park. A little explanation: the park' s name derives from a old Maori chief who happened to fall asleep too close to the fire one night. We, on the other hand, fall asleep too close to the rain -which follows us during our time in the forest, making the route muddy. Before leaving the park, we find a thick fog covering Waikaremoana Lake. Nonetheless, it' s a brilliant sun that greets us on the Pacific coast at Wairoa. It' s a hilly countryside and we sweat a lot but the landscape merits the effort, emerald hills diving into the sea. Not much news about our clownmanship, we' re getting a brand new show ready with music ! By the Numbers: 3: Pants lost by Seb 5: months of travel 30: flat tires (val) 69.8 km/hour: record speed (seb) 7,800 km: Km traveled Take care, Val and Seb



Newsletter 22



New Zealand, April 18 2003 Kia ora! for the last time. Tomorrow we’ll be leaving kiwi country, which we haven’t even begun to see, to go say g' day to some kangaroos. Though we’ve changed our home base every day, there are certain habits that remain the same. Here' s a summary of a long, memory-filled New Zealand day: 7:00 a.m.: The sun has been up for a half-hour already, but has barely begun to warm the countryside. Val’s watch, hanging from a rope in the tent (next to our "aromatic" socks), begins to beep weakly in vain. Nevertheless, Val is up by 7:10 and lets a breath of fresh air into the tent, cutting off Seb’s snoring. It may be one of those mornings where the tide rolls onto the immense beaches on the Tasmanian Sea, or perhaps it’s the fading morning fog in the Havelock Fjord, on the southern island. One thing is certain, we are in New Zealand. Val heats the water while Seb peeks his head outside. Breakfast is hearty, since it has to hold us down until mid-day. In general: coffee or tea, toast with peanut butter or blueberry jam, with or without Marmite Cheddar (a local specialty, it’s yeast paste, a little tough to get used to), a big bowl of Weetabix and sometimes leftover fruit salad. We still have to pack our things, prepare our bikes, fold the tent, check our tires and brakes and warm up. Well-practiced and quasi-sacred, our daily morning ritual is an indispensable preamble to a good day on the saddle. Between the North island and the southern one, our itinerary brings us from the pine forests of the capital Wellington, the locale for shooting "Lord of the Rings," to the fjords of Malborough, where skinny fingers of ocean extend themselves deep into emerald gorges. Passing by the snow-covered Kaikoura Range, we can make out on the horizon the black-sand beaches of New Zealand’s east coast. At 10:30 a.m., we stop at one of the numerous gas stations on the side of the road to fill ourselves up, get water, throw our trash, and eat some apples we find on the road. We leave again, sometimes crushed by the heat, sometimes frozen by the wind and the rain of the austral autumn. Around 12 30 p.m., it’s time to stop since we’re hungry. Our stock of Chinese noodles exhausted, we’ve developed some excellent avocado recipes. We always save a little time to rehearse our performance: juggling, gags.... unless we have the chance to present it to schools or hospitals. We’re thanked with laughter, a song on the guitar, or lobster and shelter for the night. Thanks, Mrs. Marie Wilson. At 2:30 p.m., we are back on the road with the wind against us or pushing us, on a small country router or a highway... it’s also time for Seb to have a flat tire or two. One day we left our bikes to take a boat, invited by Jon to complete his team in the Hawke’s Bay regatta. I don’t know if we were very useful, but it was a great little trip.



At 5:30 p.m., we start looking for a place to spend the night: a nice beach pounded by waves, a garden, a sheep’s field. If it rains, I don’t know of one kiwi who would let us sleep in their garage. Whether it’s at Ian’s house, or at the Grants’, the Wards, the Wilsons or the Moretons, they’ve all opened their homes without hesitation and received us like kings. Apart from these memorable evenings, our camp is pretty tranquil, we look at maps, draw, paint, write, read and cook dinner, generally rice and vegetables. We improve our recipes every day, healthy and just as good (if not better?) than what we would make at home. At 11 p.m., the last drops of steam from our tea have barely evaporated before we slide outselves into out Alaska 1000 sleeping bags, (thanks to Lestra), for sweet dreams of our travels. Here’s to hoping that our Australian days are just as full, we wish you well and see you next time! Val and Seb.
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Uluru, Northern territory, Australia, 9 300 km. May 5 2003 Kala, or Hello, from the aborigines near Alice Springs ! A torch lights the star-filled skies over the otherwise pitch-black Simpson desert: it’s our most recent discovery – juggling clubs on fire. The powerful vibration of digeridoos (played by Josh and Eshua) follow the fire-filled circles – the music makes the earth seem to move, and evokes the cry of the wild animals here in the Australian Bush. It was an unforgettable encounter, climaxing early in the morning with an impromptu yoga lesson from the jugglers, which helped us stretch our bodies’ 1000 muscles and 400 ligaments! Black men on a red earth under a golden sun – such is the flag of the aborigine nation. All that’s missing is the blue of the sky, on which one could have brushed long clouds .(http://aboriginalart.com.au/). Arriving by plane in Alice Springs, we fill our bags with food and 10 liters of water, and the wind pushes our bikes onward through the immense, red-colored, dry Northern Territory – we pass wild camels, emus, dingos and (so they say) kangaroos. Our starry nights are crisp and cool, we take long breaks in the shade of eucalyptus trees and do our dishes in the sand. After several hundred kilometers between road houses, cow corpses and monster-sized trucks, the imposing silhouettes of Mont Conner, Uluru (Ayers Rock) and Kata Tjuta (the Olgas) make their presence felt. The formations play an essential role in Aboriginal mythology, or dreamtime. (http://www.crystalinks.com/ayersrock.html) Between school holidays and prolonged vacations, we haven’t had much opportunity to put on our show – in addition, in the outback, kids are schooled via the radio, and medical needs are serviced via flying doctors! We took our chances in aboriginal communities, but there you need the approval of the elders -an unexpectedly long and fastidious process. Nevertheless, we were able to visit Mont Ebenezer gallery, where the



artistic works of the Imampa community have been shown for 10 years. Lizzy enlightens us on the subject: the majority of paintings are actually made by the women, while the men are in charge of engravings, boomerangs, digeridoos, etc. Aboriginal painting stems from a 30,000 year old tradition, where hunting and mythology are favored themes. Some young aborigines sell their paintings to make pocket money. Melbourne is pretty nice, save for the customs officials – who, once again, seem to feed off our juggling balls. (http://www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/) Despite the 2 million inhabitants, we feel totally at ease among the sky-scrapers, the ambiance is dynamic, young and laid-back. The city was the point of depart for us towards Great Ocean Road, which runs alongside the Indian Ocean for more than 400 kilometers, snaking on towards high gorges before diving into golden beaches bordering the bays. The modus operandi of citizens of Melbourne seems to be: Surfs up! As soon as work’s over, everyone hits the beach with their boards. They don’t call it surf coast for nothing! Homeland of Rip Curl and Quiksilver, it’s here that they filmed the famous final scene in Point Break. Unfortunately, we missed the final of the famous surfing-competition Rip Curl Pro. Before leaving the ocean, we join the tourist hordes checking out the 12 apostles, huge rock formations balanced on the edge of the sea. See you soon, Sydney is next. Val et Seb.
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Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon), Vietnam. May 17 2003 Xin Chao: here’s some spicy news from Vietnam: From the air, Vietnam is first of all a giant mass of mushy clouds, like an avalanche frozen in time, from which a dragon finally emerges. You see the completely flat coast, with the China Sea lapping the shore and then you see a river, the Mekong, a real dragon-like creature, first fattening and emptying its contents into the sea. Two days later, here we are in a bar, drinking frothy beers with a slightly vinegar-y aftertaste. The waitress serves us small grilled fish with a smile. The two cities, Ho Chi Minh City and Sydney, are two separate worlds – though both are wet this time of year. A blanket of icy rain greets us the night of our arrival in Sydney, where we’re reduced to setting up camp under a bridge near the airport. In Vietnam, heavy, hot drops of rain crash into the "no-las" (the famous vietnamese hats you’re probably familiar with) .... while Sydney and New South Wales enters languidly into a mild weather, the country of rice patties takes out its rain coats to face the flood. In Sydney, which isn’t the capital of Australia, that honor is reserved for Canberra, they take boats like they take the metro in Paris. The luminous sky scrapers dip their feet into the south pacific. The city is dominated by businessmen and women, en suit and tie, mobile glued to the ear. At the waterfront, you can take the ferry from Circular Quay to Manly Beach. In the dark of night, the boat speeds away from the lights of Harbour Bridge, accompanied by fits of lightning.



In Saigon, which isn’t the capital either (it’s Hanoi, for your next game of Trivial Pursuit), the streets are slick with rain. Fortunate for us – here, the cars are the parasites! It’s a constant stream, a veritable torrent of scotters, mopeds, bikes, rickshaws, coming and going between the red lights. At each intersection, a floodgate is opened and woe is the poor fellow who decides to change his direction — it’s what they call "socialist traffic." In Australia, from Manly Beach to Oxford Fall where we’re going, there’s more than an hour on the road in the black night, under a pounding rain. Our nightime performance impresses Russel, the house’s owner, where we’re put up in an apartment a la japonaise. In this country, "woofing" lets young travelers be fed and housed in exchange for a little bit of work. That’s how we met Ben, our American roommate, and banjo player. The citizens of Saigon, also sleep at the office. Certain vendors unfold their bed in front of their stall, while the others nonchalantly snooze in their hammock under their fruits and vegetables. The streets are empty but in the distance, the incessant "valse" of scooters resonates in the innumerable streets. In the two cities we made lots of contacts. In Sydney, we get along quickly with our two neighbors: Daniel, a tall German, and Pixie, a New Zealander, two yogies in training. Later it’ll be Scott, didgeridoo player. Each person we meet becomes a friend. Whether it be Hong and Cong (no joke) the two guys at Toshiba, where the young people are curious in everything – despite our very tenuous grasp of the language, we spend several hours interviewing Nguyen Van Manh, a puppeteer with the historic theater in Saigon, where, since it’s creation in 1121, at the court of King Ly, they have given waterpuppet performances. Their feet in water, the puppeteers move the puppets with the help of long wands, dragons, phoenixes, swans, turtles, ducks, and tigers, in front of the amazed eyes of children. It’s time to get back on the road again, adieu Sydney, adieu Saigon – the Mekong Delta awaits. Tam biet, hen gap lai. (au revoir and see you soon). Val and Seb
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Can Tho, Vietnam. 10,000 kilometers. May-25-03 We’ve spent a week of adventure already in this land of earth and water called Vietnam – we’re currently in the Mekong delta, following the river of nine dragons, like the nine branches of the river cutting though dirt and soil to reach the China Sea.. One mustn’t simply mention the branches, without also talking about the twigs.... the little finger-like extensions of water which bleed throughout the country side, thru gardens and fields. In the end, we’re not really sure if it’s the river that penetrates the land, or if it’s the land that pushes itself through the water, creating islands and islets everywhere.



A Vietnamese proverb says that in the delta, a boat is more practical than a bike. Today our path dove into the muddy waters of the river and we were obliged to put our heavy equipment in a long flatboat, where you’re accompanied from one port to their other side of the dense, aquatic jungle. Another proverb says "To make war, one must have rice, and to make peace, you must have rice, too." The entire delta sways to the rhythm of the infinite beds of soft, green seedlings dancing in the wind.... from time to time, a conical hat pops up. A tunic-clad woman is busy planting. At times it seems that the road is like one long wharf, surrounded on both sides by this strange, moving plain. Setting up the tent is a real problem: aside from the incredible density of the population, it’s also humid. But that’s not the worst of it! After Seb drew his portrait, Ten Le Thi Lam offered us a night with his family. Our arrival caused a sensation, a chicken was butchered for the occasion. All that was left was a simple formality, really: check in with the police. But the backwoods civil servant, furious, wanted to send us to a hotel. We decide to set up camp in a garden. Alas, our guard finds us and tries to extort $10 dollars from us. The gravity of the case finally demands the intervention of the highest authorities in My Ho village, facing the island where we were camping. At midnight, we start a discussion which ends in the confiscation of our passports, which we recover the next day, but not without having admitted that we violated the laws of the country. A great example of the twisted, hierarchical bureaucracy that continues to afflict the country. Now we have a problem: sleep in a hotel every night, or find someone to take us in. The second answer appeals to us much more, so we figured out an (almost) infallible way of getting invited into a Vietnamese home. First: Find a bar at the end of the day. Second: Engage ourselves in conversation (that’s saying a lot, actually). Over beer, rice wine, big bowls or shrimp or crabs, we make friends with the men of the village, it’s an ideal time to get to know people. One day it’s Haib, the English teacher, another day it’s at the Thanch household. Our first night in the country, Mr. Bui Van takes out some blackish forms which lying at the bottom of a jar of rice liquor: snakes and sea horses! Delicious. We haven’t reached the end of our culinary surprises in Asia, and each day we marvel at the variety and the quality of the local cuisine, which somehow which manages to prepare noodles and rice in infinite combinations. At noon, we stop to take an iced tea or a Ca Phe Suu, filtered and mixed with concentrated milk before being served in a glass of ice. We’re still looking for our daily rhythm since the day starts so early – sleeping til 6 in the morning is sleeping in here! That surprised us a bit. We can also say adieu to our tranquility, as in Africa the slightest acts and gestures are followed and stared. But we gladly play the game, since we’re here to create a spectacle. One spectacular memory: our stop at the Buddhist orphanage, Pagoda Thieu Giac in Saigon. There we presented our show to about 60 children who live there. For them though, we were definitely the show. Pulling our hair, staring at us, jumping on our shoulders and arms, attaching themselves to our hands and legs – by the time the kids went to bed at 9, we were exhausted but happy to have made them smile. The next day, Seb went to an international health clinic, worried by his excessive fatigue and burning chest. Never fear, he doesn’t have SARS, perhaps his body is just getting used to Vietnam.



As for our show, presenting it is never a problem. It’s simply a question of finding a school and a bilingual professor.To start with, we engage the kids in a kind of choreography, which amuses them a lot. After Val and Seb, the two "rival" clowns, trade tricks, jabs, and juggle each trying to outdo the other. A magic tissue and "the stinky shoe" are also crucial elements to the presentation. At the end we make balloon animals and do magic tricks: The kids have a lot of fun and we always encounter much success. Speaking of which, it’s time to hit the road once again – this time en route for Cambodia, where we think we’ll be some time in June. Yes – we know we’re not quite on schedule. Tam Biet, Val and Seb.
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Phnom Penh, Cambodge, 10 500 km. Soua Sadai, Walking through Phnom Penh, one has a tough time imagining the town emptied of its inhabitants by the Khmer Rouges in 1975. A ghost town for 4 years, the place is coming slowly back to life, and here, as in Saigon, the two-wheeled engines take over the streets. The stalls of the central markets, where the Russian Market overflows with fruit, fish, pastries, vegetables, red and gold trinkets — it’s a surreal display of bric-a-brac, where shoes are sold alongside shears, which are right next to the spare motorcycle parts. The melange is appropriate for the city, where the names of avenues include: General De Gaulle, Mao Zedong and Sihanouk, the current reigning prince. It wasn’t too easy to leave Vietnam, where we were welcomed so warmly. Each day, we were invited to drink a Ruu Tang or a Ca Phe, and each night were were hosted in a new family, for a night of mime, where only our hands and our facial expressions allowed us to communicate. Some new interactions with the police, nothing too serious. On the approach to the border, we follow the banks of the Gulf of Siam, where short little waves make the fishing junks dance under the houses. We are refused passage at the border, so we bike another 100 kilometers to the next post. While waiting, we spend the night at a shrimp farm, and our host, already pretty drunk, skids uncontrollably while taking us to town in a scooter. End result: some scratches and one less pair of pants for Seb, who takes the handlebars for the rest of the trip. The monsoon continues, and each day a torential downpour pours over the country. During our first few hours in Cambodia, the road transforms itself into mud, and each bump in the road into a pool. Following the carts full of beef, and rice plains as far as the eye can see, we find our rhythm, little by little. We also discover the Khmer smile, which seems constantly present on their laughing, curious faces. Sak Han and Sam Hon, two students, are the first to invite us into their remote village at the foot of the mountains. A pagoda’s view of the countryside reveals rice paddies, canals, mud embankments. Fat buffaloes with long horns laze in ponds, houses on stilts made of teek and braided palms, their roof points high toward the sky, but are sometimes covered in tiles. We



sleep and eat on large, elevated wooden tables. For this occasion, the entire village is reunited for our dinner. Our shower comes to us thanks to an old water pump. After Takkeo, we find a paved road, and we ask for shelter in a pagoda, where we spend an unforgettable night under the protection of Buddha. First intrigued, the monks try to juggle, the superior even takes one of our devil sticks to practice in his room! The role of the monks is to advise the villagers, attend the grand ceremonies and to propagate the teachings of Buddha. The environment is pretty laid-back, the monks smoke like chimneys and trade jokes like schoolkids. It’s more like a dorm than a monastery. We sleep in the ceremonial chamber, richly decorated with paintings and statues related to the life of Buddha. From the time that Sam Nang blows out his candle, darkness envelops us until the next morning. At Phnom Penh, we drop our bags at the 3 Moons guest house, taken care of by a Toulousain. The next day, Mr. Chiiy Huung, head of the Association for the Sponsorship of Children in Cambodia welcomes us in his office. (http://membres.lycos.fr/aspeca/) . For 11 years, this NGO has taken care of food, health, shelter and education for orphaned, marginalized children. With emotion, he shows us pictures of the first kids to make it to adulthood, some are doctors, or professors, some have families of their own. There is even the champion Cambodian cyclist. Intrigued by our idea of spectable, the director plans for us a program for the capital and for the country. It’s through this that we find the Apsara school, where we play on a large wooden stage, surrounded by lotus flowers. We attend a rehearsal for kids who are learning the traditional khmer dances. The slow beat of feet, the delicate butterfly-like movement of a curved hand, each movement is essential to the rhythmic choreography and the sound of bamboo xylophones. On a more contemporary note, Soyanna Phum is a collective of Cambodian artists created by a French woman, Delphine Kassem, about 10 years ago. There, we find about 80 artists, issued from all disciplines, a school of circus and dance. Mixing traditional shadow puppet theater and acrobatics, the most recent creation, Roussey Dek Bambou, was retained for the London International Festival of Theater in June 2003. We leave you know for the marvels of Angkor, where we’ll be in a few days. Li Ah, Val et Seb.
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Bangkok, Thailand 11 500 km. June 19 2003 Sawat di ! Each border crossing is a new surprise. Each time we’re struck by the differences that come about as a result of an arbitrary line – nevertheless, here, no need to cross the ocean, a sea, a river or a desert, 100 meters of concrete is enough to make a 50-year jump. Behind us, we leave a tranquil and rural Cambodia, with its khmer huts where they sell fruit and dried fish, lined up along a dusty road. In front of us, buildings with several floors, air conditioned stores, full to bursting, huge 4x4s, vending machines, etc. It’s shocking to enter Thailand. To our left, the consequences of 100 years of colonialism, 40 years of war and 4 years of genocide. To our right, a baby dragon ready to take flight in the footsteps of South Korea or Hong Kong. Did you know that they drive on the left in Thailand? In any case, it’s a change for us. For about 300 km in Cambodia, our days were virtually spent on horseback. We followed a dust-covered, craggy road, losing its asphalt. The sun becomes but an incandescant light bulb – we look in vain at the sky, hoping to feel a drop of rain to clean this crust of dirt that covers and recovers us again. The forests seem to have disappeared, they are now arid, overworked pieces of land. Fortunately, we can find refuge in the shadow of the numerous vendors selling sugar can juice, ice cream or watermelons. At the Konpong Thom orphanage, a traditional orchestra is there to accompany our presentation, et they thank us with flowers like in the Tour de France ! At Siem Reap, Maneula, who works at an Italian NGO, introduces us to some very outgoing kids. At the other schools we visit, we attend childrens dances, the dance of the tiger, butterflies, coconuts, many different theatrical numbers. From Siem Reap, we visit Angkor and its 380 some temples in the jungle. In 889, King Yasovarman 1st chose this site to found his capital (Angkor in khmer). Kings and Princes succeed him to the 12th century, the climax of the Khmer empire. In 1145, Suryavarman II, to whom we owe the mythic temple Angkor Vat, builds the imposing mountain temple dedicated to Vishnou, whose spiral towers still grace the national flag. Some kilometers further, we find the southern door of Angkor Tom. At the beginning of a monumental pathway, where 80 giants support two nagas, the sacred 7-headed snake, making an impressive stone arch. We have penetrated the ancient capital of Jayavouman VII, the first Buddhist king. In the center of the mysterious temple of Bayon, a mountainous forest of faces. Nothing seems to phase the look of Buddha, with its enigmatic look of serenity, irony, strategy and bonhomie. In 1430, thanks to Siam assaults, the city was abandonned for Phnom Penh. In the Ta Phrom temple, nothing seems to have moved since. Vines grow all through the temple, through the walls, lacing themselves through the Apsaras. The stone giants are covered in lichens, like old boats. Mineral and vegetable depend on each other, like two old friends come from the depths of the ages, and one doesn’t know if wood or stone came first. (http://www.angkorwat.org/).



Regularly, we ask for shelter in the numerous pagodas on the road. They usually receive us all in smiles, and the bonzes (monks?), most of them young, take the opportunity to work on their English. Heads bald as a pool cue, saffron-colored robes flying in the wind, about ten of them watch us take a shower with the pagoda’s pump. In the morning, they offer us breakfast: rice, dried fish and bananas. We never turn down new culinary experiences, but when it comes to breakfast we’re pretty conservative. Usually, as soon as we get the chance, we look for bread to take with our coffee. Nevertheless, after having eaten dog in Vietnam, we have turned our interest to bugs : a well-fried tarantula, nice and crispy. Don’t worry – ants, larva there are many insects we haven’t tried yet! After Cambodia, Bangkok, a vast urban washing machine, a human cauldron, is a necessary stop for us to get our visas to Laos and China. (A change in the plan: passage through Burma, or Myanmar, is too complicated). Before we suffocate from the pollution, we’re going to take a breath of fresh air at Kok Chang, a little tropical heaven, circled by a ring of coral beaches. We pass the night at the Nature Bar at Lonely Beach, where a kerosene light waits for traveling jugglers. During the night, Australians, Canadians, French and English play, feet in the water, licked by the rising tide, http://www.kok-chang.com/ We leave you know on those enchanting notes. Val and Seb
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Chaiyaiphu, Thailand, June 30 2003, 12 000 km Sawat dee, Still in Thailand, we’re heading now towards Laos, our next destination. A long break, a little bit forced, in Bankok (BKK). We have to get our visa for Laos and China, which has caused the delay. We’re staying in a guesthouse on Khao San Road, a neighborhood generally defined as the Bankok tourist ghetto, it’s also cheap. It’s the kind of place that’d like you to think that they thought of everything before you came: from the snack shop to the souvenir stand to the pirated Shakira CDs or the hip threads. In a week, we’ve had time to explore a bit, to lose ourselves in their chinatown where hawkers selling shoes, notebooks, dried octopus or different kinds of Buddha-bric-a-brac (6-foot tall candles, baskets to offer to the buddhist monks) ... Fat salesladies push their carts, circling and hurling their hot doughnuts to their clientel. There is an entire world between the city map and the actual itinerary that one follows to get to. the post office, for example. That being said, it’s our preferred way of seeing the town. The city is a perpetually smoking, snorting organ – tuk-tuks, motorcycles, taxi and bicyclists (not too many apart from us) make their way in and around the red lights. The police planted in the middle of the intersections to their best to survive by their loud whistles and their gestures. Like them, we’ve adopted a rather surgical look, with our little tissue masks. A good way to get away is to take a boat, the web of boats next to the city shores are a total parallel city on stilts.



But above all, BKK is a town of temples, too numerous to visit them all or to list them here. We were struck by the ostentacious luxury of the buildings, decorate and gilded to make you dizzy. The statues of Buddha are as varied as they are numerous, as it is at Wat Benjamabopitr, where we went from a skeletal Pakistani Buddha to a chubby Japanese representation and smiling. One of the grand Thai specialties is to show a reclining Buddha, apparently the position that will get you to Nirvana. They don’t do anything half-way here, statues 45 meters long, entirely covered in gold leaf. Before anything, what strikes us as well is the life that accompanies the temples, managed by the monks. A cortege of families, young people or old prostrate and bring offerings to the statues. The Wats are also locales full of life, veritable sports stadiums, where they play basketball or Takroa, a more acrobatic kind of volleyball. A week leaves off enough time to forge several friendships, which doesn’t happen to us too often when you move around every day. We meet Pla and Fhai (fish and cotton), two students in foreign languages and archeology, respectively. Each night, they show us the city until the early hours, when the retirees start their morning exercises. We also get to meet a troop of street jugglers, with whom we train every day. Thai people are very talented, and make their own instruments of super-quality. Friday, they improvise a grand night of flaming juggling in front of the royal palace. And then, and this doesn’t happen to us to often either, we meet a couple of French cyclo-tourists, Charlot and Marion, who just crossed the Andes and New Zealand: happy travels to them! Before leaving the city of angels, we celebrate the Fete de La Musique a little bit early thanks to the Alliance Francaise. It’s a good opportunity to discover the talented rock scene in town. But the metropolitan life doesn’t win us over and we’re happy to hit the road again, this time toward Ayutthaya then Chaiyaiphu, a road sprinkled by sublime temples. The first night, we are taken in by Rat, Soon and Pung, of the Knobthaisong clan. The good humor of this family puts us at ease very quickly, we exchange pictures, little words in our journals and lots of laughs. The next day the girls take us to the Phraphutabat temple, where for an offering of some Baths, you can you can raise a cast-iron elephant and make a wish. You can also make some copper bells ring, and each one seems to tell a different story. We learned to prostrate ourselves before Buddha, hands joined, before putting our hair in the back (very important), then to offer our flowers and incense, and to stick a gold leaf on the statues. All this is a lot more fun that Sunday mass, maybe we can raise some wild boars in France? We don’t really plant the tent anymore – so we’ve found other solutions, in a gas station where the proud caretaker stands like the pope in his uniform, a bar where they serve us a huge helping of Thai rock until 2 in the morning. We take shelter regularly in the Wats (temples) where they sometimes wake us up at 4 in the morning by a large gong, before the monks start their throbbing litanies facing the golden statues in the prayer room. Along the same lines, we were also woken up at night seeing the farmer at the ranch where we were sleeping, accompanied by his two brothers, cutting and gutting two fat pigs, gurgling in their enclosure. Don’t bother yourselves for us! We wake up the next day between pools of blood, still steaming. There you have it, news from Thailand. Have a good start of summer, Pailacha, Val and Seb
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Boten, Laos. July 14 2003. 13 000 km Sabai dee, It seems as if there are two Laos. There’s the Laos of the south, increasingly influenced by the bright lights of Uncle Siam (Thailand), and the Laos of the north, with its villages perched on mountainsides, the land of the Hmong, the Akkhas, or the Phounoy, people proud of their roots and their ancestral lifestyles. Located just some kilometers from the border, Vientiane, the capital keeps the paces of a large village -- it' s got the colonial charm of Pondichéry with the traffic of Phnom Penh. For once, the transition between the two countries isn’t so drastic, we aren’t yet in the heart of the country, and plus, the language is more or less identical to Thai. All we have to do is get used to a new currency. After the Dong, the Riel, the Baht, here we have the Kip. We use the price of a packet of noodles as a unit of reference. For instance: "A kilo of mangoustans for two packs of noodles? That’s too much!" By chance we arrive in the capital just as an amateur bike race is getting underway. It’s been organized by the French Cultural Center to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the Tour de France. This allowed us to show off our heavy-weight bikes among the other racers, doped up on amphetamines, no doubt. Of course, we, the noble solitary cyclists, we preferred to stop before the end so as not to hog first place. We’re like that, modestly leaving the honors to others.... Otherwise, the bus for Luang Prabang was already waiting for us. We put our bikes on the roof and tied our bags to the back, and left for a 10-hour ride through one of the most beautiful mountain vistas we’ve ever seen. Beautiful, but dangerous that is, this dreamy environment is also the backdrop for a bloody guerrilla war between some Hmong rebels (assisted by the CIA in the 70' s) and the Laotian army. Political intrigue or opium war, we really don’t know what they’re fighting about, but last April two Swiss cyclists lost their lives, and that chilled us a bit. Each morning, Luang Prabang is awoken by the silent parade of Buddhist monks asking for alms. Women kneeling on the pavement give round balls of sticky rice to the roughly 100 monks, who come to the town from about 30 area temples. Back in the saddle, we start to leave the rice fields of the plain, and enter a sea of greenery. As far as the eye can see, all is dense balloons, hills, mounds and cones of jungle. Peeking out from the green waves, rocky, almost tormented peaks seem ready to rip open the sky, vaporous clouds cling to their surface. As we travel further, the villages become progressively isolated. We are struck by not only the authenticity of these Hmong villages, but also their poverty. Perched on their long legs, the braided bamboo huts hug the mountainside. They keep wood under the house while they put rice in little houses on their other side of the road. Under our wheels are hens, guinea fowls, domesticated boars and their baby boars. In their black uniform, knife in belt and gun at the shoulder, the hunters display their catch: squirrels, birds, bats, hedgehogs, they don’t bring home bears everyday. The women, with their pointed chignons, talk while adjusting their slings of mushrooms or wood. Slingshot in hand, little boys with hair the color of jade, hack deeply and spit - just like their elders. A little boy near the road sees us one day and warns the others, "Oh, falang, falang." (White people) He’s immediately followed by a flock of kids, waving their



arms while shouting, "Bye Bye, Sabai Dee, Okay". Each village reserves this same kind of honor guard to us. Nevertheless, despite the smiles, Laotians are not quick to open their doors – often, we get the feeling that they might be afraid of us. In addition, since there are fewer Buddhists in the mountain country, we don’t even have a little temple to give us shelter. Fortunately, the crisp mountain air allows us to rediscover the pleasures of really wild camping – and allows Seb to discover an enormous leech on his leg, happily sucking blood from his left ankle. Our clown show is the best method we have to communicate and it works. One night, we enter a village and are pretty quickly surrounded – at a distance – by a crowd of curious onlookers. We have never encountered a public so amused by our show, their sides were splitting from laughter. At night, we drew portraits for our hosts. It’s in Laos where we’ve had the best response to our spectacle – among our more-memorable experiences, we will never forget the rainy night in an extremely poor Hmong village, the cries and peals of laughter echoing in the valley. We also broke our audience record in Laos, with almost 400 spectators at one school ! Slowly but surely, we make our way north, sorting out the inaccuracies of a map that is becoming ever more random, leading us to search for roads that sometimes don’t exist. Val’s not having the best luck with his bike, each day a problem seems to arise: patches that don’t stick, especially if it’s raining, wheel tubes that are too big, a totally new tire, ripped in less than 10 days – so here he is, obligated to push his bike like a vulgar pedestrian. His shoes aren’t doing so well either, with two large slits on either side. The shadow of a giant appears before us – we have a hard time believing it, but soon we’ll be touching down on Chinese soil. Lak on Val and Seb
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Zhongdai, China, 14000 km, 3200 m altitude, July 22 2003 Ni hao, China… it had been running, or pedaling, through our heads for a few weeks already, when we realized that this was our new itinerary. And isn’t China the very definition of a true voyage ? This country, which is always represented as the furthest away, the most incomprehensible, the one the most different culturally, the literal other side of the Earth. It really isn’t a trip without China – and here we are. We’re still in the lush tropical mountains of Laos, but soon we realize that something has changed – we’re spending at least 20 minutes explaining we’d like some rice, we say « Ni hao » about 10 times before we’re understood, we reinvent a progressively more elaborate sign language – it’s definitely China, no doubt. What makes the task of expression even more difficult is the complete absence of latin characters : on signs, on



directions, on maps, in the non-existent grasp of the English language for 99.99% of the general population. We’ve all shared quite a few laughs attempting to imitate the local accent to be understood. To ask for directions : we pronounce first the name of the town, then we make a point left, then to the right, no answer. Then we make a gesture once again towards the right, and we get a « yes yes », but when we point left just to test if they understood, we get a « yes, yes ». Often we get « yes, yes » to all our questions. The funniest thing is when they respond to us in Chinese, at length even, in the greatest seriousness, and then it’s our turn to respond : « Hmmm, hmmm, yes, yes, ah-ha…… » Want to be Chinese ? Here are a few habits you should pick up : SPIT. Actually, this is a common practice from Cambodia to China – but it’s here in China that we see the behavior elevated to a true artform. A long, guttoral, clearing of the throat, followed by a neat, little puddle of spittle. The sound of spitting punctuates daily life, from morning to night, whether it be at home, on the bus, at the cafe, at the restaurant, in the street, on the motorcycle, on the bike. Women can do it too, you just don’t want to let too much of a saliva trail on the sidewalk. SMOKE : This second local habit is definitely connected to the first. I think that Chinese people actually surpass the Vietnamese when it comes to nicotine consumption, which is saying a lot. For the most part, this is basically a masculine pastime, outside of certain craggy old men who smoke pipes. Most of the time, cigarettes are smoked through the Bang, a kind of water pipe used to enhance the flavor. The seniors walk with it everywhere and plop themselves near the side of the road to smoke. PLAY : If you don’t play, you’re not Chinese. Billiards, Mah Jong, chess, betting games, card games, slot machines. At night, men, women and children meet up in circles to wager a few yuans over some cards. On the bus, scam artists make a living by getting their clientel to bet several hundred yuans on games (8 Yuan = $1 US) Even the monks play billiards ! EAT RICE : Traditionally in China, people greet each other with the saying, « Have you eaten rice ? » It’s the national dish, accompanied by all kinds of sauces. In the south, it’s still sticky rice, cooked in bamboo baskets, and it’s eaten by hand in fat, sticky balls. In the majority of street eateries, you’re offered rice, and a multitude of meat, fish or veggie sauces – all of it for less than 5 yuan ! There’s also a rice alcohol, the Baijui, between 38 and 55 proof. Good for the stove. DRINK TEA : Tea is a religion in Asia, you’d almost believe it came straight from the faucet. Whereas the peoples of Mahgreb placed ritual above all else in the preparing and serving of tea, Asians value efficiency when it comes to tea. Like in Vietnam, one is content with a few leaves at the bottom of a glass that one fills periodically with hot water from a thermos. You’re served systematically, how ever much you want. Now that we’re starting to climb the Himalayas, we’re starting to discover salted tea with rancid butter – way better than the name suggests. Once again, our bikes are strapped to the roof of a bouncing and burping bus that takes us from the heat of the tropics to the refreshment of the mountains. After a 20 hour trip, in comfortable couchettes, we arrive in Dali, at the foot of the mountains. The towns are reputed for their ancient history, their painted ceramics, their temples. Superb, but also a locale favored by the nouveau riche Chinese, a little too touristy for our tastes. Plus, the



countryside is even prettier, with its houses built of cooked earth, the roofs seem to fly down the side of the mountains. At night, when it’s rainy, we take refuge under the bemused eyes of farmer who welcome us on the road. The different rooms of the household circle a vast interior courtyard, where sometimes you can see the old, yellowed images of frescoed dragons. We warm ourselves up around a heat source, and share the evening meal with the family. Before leaving the city, we meet Mr Lee, a calligrapher. Almost 70 years old and a former professor of Chinese, he now offers his services in the street, composing poems inspired by the name of the customer. How is it that you don’t have Chinese names, he asks. Behind his big, black glasses, we sense his little eyes trained on the point of his brush as he dips it in ink, Chinese ink of course. His hand hesitates for a moment, like an eagle watching its prey, and then he dives toward the rice paper, and traces a new kanji with deliberate, graceful strokes. We need no less than three interpreters to conduct the interview. Soon, we’ll tackle some serious uphill climbs, for in front of us lie the millenia-old wrinkles in earth, the Himalayas. The four syllables dance in our heads, like the meditations of a lama. Alas, the mountain is torn. A vast wound, where men, wrapped up in their tents, tools, trucks and machines are as numerous as particles of bacteria in mud. We spend at least a day and a half almost asphixiated before we find a little route still not a part of the construction site around it. The following seems to be a dream, a vision of the garden of Eden. At the end of a day of climbing, we reach the Zhongdian plateau at about 3000 m altitude. Fields of grass and flowers as far as the eye can see. Vast Tibetan residences, covered in lime and supported by large wooden pillars emerge from this ocean. All are richly decorated with colorful paintings, sculptures, dragons, flags ….. the Suan family welcomes us for the night in their warm house, we drink salted tea, goat cheese, no we’re not dreaming, and a cereal powder that you have to try to swallow first without choking. Throughout the trip, we are surprised to see women generally wearing the traditional costumes of their ethnic group: tunics, waistcoats, hats, crowns, capes, all following a very precise color code. But this is the new China – where you can see centuries-old farms with satellite dishes in the backyard or advertisements for cell phones, still painted by hand… See you soon with more news from up high. Happy Summer. Zai jien Val and Seb
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Lhasa, Tibet, 14,500 km, August 12 2003. Tashe Deli, For centuries, Lhasa, the holy earth, the forbidden city, has excited the imaginations of adventurers everywhere. It’s true that from the famous explorer Alexandra David-Neel to Heinrich Harrer (the real hero of 7 Years in Tibet), one is quick to dive into the unreal atmosphere of these mountains. Without putting ourselves in the same league as these travelers, our tour of Lhasa held several surprises for us. The real entrance to Tibet aren’t the vulgar signposts full of Chinese characters, it’s our first 60 kilometer ride above 4,000 meters altitude, an incline that makes us forget all the mountain-ettes that we crossed on the way here. Frozen by a chilling wind, we watch the local nomads, their faces weather-beaten by the sun, gather their herds of Yaks using an incredible variety of cries and onomatopeiac sounds to communicate between the animals and their caretakers. The slick, wet grass extends far towards the horizon, before yielding the place to the covered snow giants, crowned by tiaras of snow and shielded with capes of ice. Our body becomes accustomed to the effort, and our cyclists’ lungs help us resist the mountains’ ills, at least until 4,500 m. Despite everything, out first ride to 5 000 meters (5008 to be exact), shows itself to be a true test of effort on the last 5 kilometers. Our breath is short, our field of vision narrows, we have headaches and are a little giddy, actually. Higher than the Mt. Blanc, we’re only breathing half our usual quantity of oxygen. With slow and measured movements, we set up camp and just manage to roll out of sleeping bads that night. Outside, you can hear lines of prayer flags flap in the wind, the wind can read them they say….. The altitude is one thing, the road is completely another, maybe even worse. The Chinese, in their “civilizing” policy, have taken it under themselves to reconstruct all the roads. Maybe it’s Taoist, but all construction must be prefaced first with an intense stage of deconstruction. Sometimes, between the sand, the rollers, the heaps of dirt, the ceaseless to and fro of buckets, the dust, the noise of compressors, the wind on your face, going down is just as painful as going up, especially since our brake pads are so worn. To resist the shocks, we’re testing out an inflatable saddle. It’s actually, just a tire tube rolled up around the bike seat. Let’s stop there, Tibet isn’t just a road, it’s a region, and for some, a country offering an incredible variety of landscapes, climates and sensory experiences. On the high plateaus, we visit the black tents of nomads where a pot of suyo dja, hot, buttered, tea, is forever steaming, served with rice cakes or with steamed bread. Yacks, horses and sheep climb the faraway hillsides until that unknown border where sand-colored rock takes the place of greenery. Sometimes we go down so low, we find lush tropical forests, other times it’s as dry as the Atlas Mountains area in Morocco. Other days, the reflection of sun and mountain on the Himalayan lakes reminds us of the Alps. Some of the mountains are polished like mirrors, crowned in white, others are sharp like blades, gray like metal, others are soft, like waves of silk, others are cold and threatening, like fortresses, others look like they are about to melt under the setting sun.



The weather is just as striking as the landscapes, in just a few minutes, one can go from blazing sun to a hail storm. Half of the country’s forests have been razed, and sometimes the crystalline rivers are transformed into true mud torrents which cut off our roads. The rivers are the only things to block our passage. In theory, Tibet is a special zone, forbidden to solo foreign tourists, especially ones on bikes. You have to go to a costly travel agency, join a group and rent a jeep. According to our guidebook, it would cost at least 3,600 euros ! The other solution consists in crossing the guardposts by night, (after finding where they are on the Internet, of course!) Not too easy to get up at 3 in the morning and to steal away with your bike in pitch-black darkness, but the game is worth the prize. The first time, we wait until the guard leaves to take a short walk – we hurriedly cross, our hearts thumping hard and legs wobbly. Our second experience is a bit easier, and the controls are fairly relative. Despite passing at least 100 soldiers a day, twice the number of yaks we see daily, most of them greet us or encourage us on our way. If the local police aren’t anything to fear, you’ve got to steer clear of the agens of the PSB, the infamous Public Bureau of Security. They check our passports when we stay a little too long in a large city, and scold us for not having an ATP designation on us (ATP stands for Alien Travel Allowed.) We pretend to be astonished, and insist that our visa is actually ok. The first time, alls well that ends well thanks to a reference to Zinedine Zidane, the famous French footballer. The second time we’re stopped, we have to sit for a long time in front of their office to pay our fine of about 30 euros. Surprised by our dedication and faced with our rather unkempt appearance (no shower in about 2 weeks), the agent tells us, never, in his 10 years on the job, has he ever seen travelers as poor as us. We control our impulses to burst out in laughter. All along the road, we are struck by the Tibetan joie de vivre. Nomads in vests of leather and yak-skin ruck-sacks, pilgrims with shaved heads, men with hair braided with red wire and women with faces decorated with paintings. Each day, in a temple, or at a picnic or a festival, they invite us to share with them tea with crackers or with balls of tsampa, barley flour, the cornerstone of the basic Tibetan meal. In exchange, they discreetly ask us for a Dalai Lama “pitchu” (picture), which, unfortunately, we do not have. With this kind of public, we can’t resist to put on a show for the children. One night, providence guides us to an orphanage in construction. Our little audience is seated on school benches, a chicken is plucked for our honor. Some days later, we add our personal touch to the spectacle – the balloon act. Alas, as it sometimes happens, the balloon act quickly turns to a riot scene among the kids. We lingered too long on the way and our visa will expire before we can reach Lhasa. So we hitch hike. We spend 25 hours in a sad truck stop before we find our lucky stars, a group of Chinese backpackers also hitchhiking to Lhasa. We owe much thanks to Zhou Ying, Zhou Min Jung, Li Jiun and Zhou Shon Hua for getting us to Lhasa after a week of biking, trucks and buses. It helps us also to learn Chinese, especially in the restaurants where they help us learn real Chinese cuisine, like these tasty breakfasts of rice porridge, long pieces of fried bread, and rice-flour bread with sweet meats.



The adventure doesn’t stop there, there’s still 900 kilometers before we reach the Nepalese border. Little by little, we leave the extreme Orient for India. Kale shou Val and Seb
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Kathmandu, Nepal. Aug 28 2003. 15 000 km. Namasthe, To mix it up a little, here’s are some extracts of a recent interview with.... Ourselves. Seb et Val : Here you are in Kathmandu, for more than a week already. It’s not like you two to stop for such a long time. Val et Seb : Actually along with Santiago, Sydney and to some extent Bangkok, it’s our longest stop. Plus, we have to stop here to get our visas for India and Pakistan, a process which takes a long time. For instance, it takes 5 days for the Indian embassy just to make sure our passports really do belong to us. Once we get into any city, we have plenty of things to do – repair the bikes, change money, recover the bags, clothes and shoes, buy souvenirs for the family, send packages and film....... we run all over the place but it’s an excellent way to see the town. Q : What do you think of Kathmandu? Is it true that the city can be a little oppressive? A : It’s true that traffic is a little nuts, they drive just as well on the left as they do on the right, and that still leaves the middle – but apart from that it’s our favorite city next to Marrakesh. Outside of the largest streets and the kind of empty parks, there exists a world of small nepalese streets, muddy, smushed, teaming with life and people. It is an incredible place, people find their way between the fronts of the small red-brick buildings, pedestrians, schoolboys in uniform, beeping cyclists, porters bent under their loads, pudgy women in sweaty saris, burping motor bikes, rickshaws. Sometimes a howling 4x4 invades this organized chaos, like a shark entering a school of fish, but soon after the mod retakes the street. We find sellers of everything and nothing. We can smell spices and massala, but further on, a definitely fishy odor takes over. It’s in this little plaza, the porters relax by smoking some a couple of beedies, they are covered in the bluish haze of eucalyptus smoke. Passing near a small restaurant, you have to pinch your nose to stop the awful smell of frying oil, fortunately, further on we are enveloped by the smell of sweet pastries and incense from the local temples. Q : So what’s the difference between Kathmandu and Lhasa? R : Totally different. We really liked Lhasa, but alas, the majority of the old town has been destroyed. It’s definitely the Chinese version of "progress." All that’s left is the old Muslim neighborhood, really magnificent. The rest of the town is just a big, giant Chinatown, with its huge avenues, its totally identical buildings and its strips of restaurants. Fortunately, in the little streets just adjacent, we still have the chance to find colorful markets. What is really striking about Lhasa is the religious fervor everywhere. In



Tibetan, Lhasa signifies the Holy Land, it’s a little bit like Lourdes. All day long, the pilgrims parade around the Potala (the imposing former fortress of the Dalai Lamas), agitating their prayer mills and reciting mantras. Close to the temple of Bokara, certain pilgrims spend their days prostrating, before walking between the stalls of the market to their objects of worship. The number of beggars is increased, just as the number of lamas who are not supposed to be in direct contact with money. Q: The road between Lhasa and Kathmandu seems to have worn you out a bit? Did the bicycles suffer? A. For sure, we who thought we’d seen it all – we hadn’t seen everything. Already we had to look for a jeep that could take us to the border. Q. And the bikes? A. We would have liked to have biked, but our Chinese visa was going to end in 4 days – it was a little too short for 900 kilometers. Fortunately, we got off the jeep before the border so that we could spend the last three days on bike. It was a bit of a bitch, to say the least, especially for Val, who had to recover his tire every 30 kilometers. The Chinese brakes melted in the rain, and Val broke his bicycle chain – and the his bags were so full of holes that they almost fell apart! The weather didn’t help us much either. Really cold on the windy plateaus, and three days of uninterrupted rain our first week in Nepal. The worst of all was the road – it was so bad, we thought that it could have been a river bed. As soon as we arrived in Nepal, we had to push and carry our velos for several kilometers. With the pedestrians, we were the only ones who were able to cross the mud and muddy embankments. We finally left China just 15 minutes before our visas expired!!! Q : Do you have ANY good memories? A: But of course! And in ten years we’ll laugh about it, the countryside was really magnifique. Out pictures in Tibet include: a vast, sandy plateau a little like the Sahara, where a large river loses itself in bluish puddly pools. Later we are in the middle of an immense grassy flat with the Himalayas in the horizon. Through a opening in our tent, we are faced with Quomolongma, Sagarmattha, the goddess mother of men, which some have rebaptized as Everest and K1. It’s a unque moment, when can only feel overwhelmed by the majesty of these giants. And then, the tibetans have always been so welcoming, and always ready with tea – but you need to bring your own cup. Q : And the altitude sickness ? A: Let’s just say, we’ve got Superman lungs. Q : Your first impressions on the Nepalese and Nepal. A : Great. We have descended to the tropical floor, but the heat is tolerable. Plus, there aren’t any mosquitos. What a difference from the aridity of Tibet and the lushness of Nepal. The road snakes along, bordered by hundred of waterfalls of all sizes. We can make out waterfalls on the other side of the valley, unrolling their long white manes between the rice terraces. It’s an unforgettable sight. The Nepalese are very open, very curious and very ready to discuss. It’s surprising for a country as touristy. Q : Was there a moment that particularly moved you ? A : Our first night in Nepal, we ran into two Tibetan refugees, nuns. They were supposed to meet their family at the border, but apparently all they could do was see their relatives



at the other end of the badly-named "Friendship Bridge." With tears in their eyes, we tried to console them by showing them the few pictures of Tibet we had on us. Q : Is it easy to find schools in Tibet ? Isn’t it summer break for the kids? A : Yes, in Tibet, we are still in summer vacation, but someone passed along the address of an orphanage in the Lhasa suburbs. It’s an amazing place, administered by an Austrian NGO called SOS Children’s Village. The point is to allow the kids to live in kind of a family setting, monitored by a monther-hen figure, usually a woman who can’t have children. Each family lives in a little autonomous house. The infrastructure is very modern, and offer numerous possibilities for games and recreation. We were really very enthused by the idea. Yesterday, we received a wonderful welcome in a Children’s Village in Kathmandu. http://www.sos-childrensvillages.org/ Q : It’s been a long time since you profiled an artist. What have you seen in Tibet? A : Actually, we did another show in a NGO in Kathmandu, Shant Sewa Griha, it’s a free German-run clinic with about 100 beds, and a rehabilitation center. You can find a dentist, two doctors, nurses. The goal is to aid those who suffer from leprosy, by taking care of them and by helping them re-enter society, through training them in an art, for instance. Painting, clothes making, sculpture, knitting, jewelry making. The products are sold locally and in Germany. The center also lodges about 150 impoverished children, orphans as well as the children of the residents. http://www.alltogether.org/photo_pages/photo_lp.htm After our show, an old man explained to us that he was a magician. At first we thought he was a comedian, but he was quite the professional, he does tricks with cards like an Ace, despite his 70 years in age, a fact which makes his hands tremble. He was born in India, at Poroandar, in the state of Gujarat, the hometown of Mahatma Gandhi, one of his neighbors. At 20 years old, he set about to learn magic from the famous Indian magicians: PC Sorkar, Gogia Pasa. After, he went on a solo adventure, traveling to Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Burma before ending up in Nepal. Not very easy to interview him, because with each question he showed us a new trick, evoking a ton of memories from his shows, like his terrible motorcycle accident during a performance of the Royal Circus that caused the death of his partner. We convinced him to show us the secret of a couple of tricks – what a character! Val et Seb : We won’t keep you long, it looks like you have to get back on the road. Seb et Val : Yes but this interview was a pleasure, come back when you want ! Namasthe !
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Haldwani, India, Sept 12 2003, 16.000 km. Namasthe, It’s been two days since we’ve dove into this bubbling and boiling pot of curry and spices: India. In about 10 days, we’ve left Kathmandu, and its awesome mountains that we’ve scaled for nearly a month and a half. Done, with the long valleys, sculpted my innumerable cascades of water and of rice. We have re-discovered the plain, the Terai,



this skinny band of earth which runs along the entire Nepal-India border. Here, the jungle is no more, the rice fields stretch out from everywhere, more than even in Vietnam. At the end of a deep blue sky, the Himalayan giants will soon be shadows. To "celebrate" our departure from Kathmandu, the Chinese decided to take up arms, again. For 7 years, a sporadic kind of guerrilla war has characterized this area, resulting in constant military checks, traffic stretching more than 10km and a general curfew at 8 p.m. The road is a veritable parade of instant moments, of slices of life. In the morning, children and teens go to school in their blue uniforms and ties, the rickshaws find their way among the cows, goats, and the wagons pulled by water buffaloes. Porters plod along under dried corn sacks two times higher than they are, women balance kindling on their heads by moving their hips from side to side, the prayer men in bare feet say their mantras. At the edge of the forest, families of monkeys carefully cross the road before leaping into the trees. Deer walk past and long snakes crawl in the channels. The pumps and fountains are heavily used from morning to evening – jugs are filled, girls wash heaps of tin plates there and women wash up discretely under cover of their sari. THE ROAD: For Val: What bliss to find a completely flat road – In Nepal, as in India, the veritable kings of the road are the Tatas, the bus and trucks marked with the same name, which make up at least 95% of traffic. Painted in Shiva signs, slogans (Speed Control, Road King...), loud horns (the kind you might hear from a ship on the North Sea), with them it’s pedal to the metal all the way! For Seb: After Kathmandu, we slide along the asphalt as if on skis. The road makes a couple more bumps for us as we go down the Himalayan stairs, and then, suddenly, a line on the horizon appears before us, like an ocean without the slightest breeze. Whew! It’s finished – what a relief, how wonderful! We take one last look at the mountains bluish silhouette before biking on. THE WEATHER: For Val: It’s all or nothing. Either hot sun or perpetual rain for three says. Sometimes, it’s said that if Nepal has a sea "coast", it’s actually with the sky. These extreme changes in climate made me ill. Seb : No hope of seeing the Annapurna mountains, the sky has masked them in clouds. We bathe in this gray, wet universe, capable of releasing an incredible quantity of water. Sometimes, it’s a veritable waterfall that seems to be falling on us, other times, it’s a fine rainfall that can last several days. Nevertheless, the rain can refresh those dried by the sun. THE EATS : Val : Dal-Bath or death ! The daily meal of the Nepalese is made up of a plate of rice (Bath), accompanied by a bowl of lentil soup (Dal), and vegetables with curry (Turkari), it’s always served in a metal tray with separate compartments. It’s good but...... can get old. Luckily, there’s always this fabulous tea, mixed with sweet milk and spices (massala). Seb: It’s good, it’s fast, it’s cheap. The Dal-Bath is omnipresent in this country and we wouldn’t have it any other way! Well, that’s what we thought in the beginning. The other specialties are these little sweet cakes (often made with milk or grain), in different flavors and colors, eaten with a steaming cup of Chai tea.



RESTING: Val: In Nepal, we never really slept, or just a little. It just isn’t done – not in style I guess. The heat, the mosquitos, especially, the incessant noise keeps one from sleeping. From morning to night, one doesn’t just talk, one yells, louder than the dogs, the goats, the television, the radio and car horns. Even when the other noises aren’t there, one continues yelling. Usually, we sleep in truck stops where they offer wood or string beds and a shower for the price of a meal. Not very clean, but livable. Seb: Whenever we’re not invited by a brave soul, or are chased by the police, we try to stay in truck stops, welcoming, lively restaurants where they serve only......... Dal-Bath. Our best night, we owe it to the SOS CV of Pokhara, which offered us a breezy room, dinner (Dal Bath) and breakfast (What do you think??) THE SHOW: Val: At the SOS CV in Pokhara, we were thanked for our presentation with a night in the house reserved usually for visitors. The best is that after the long summer break, we are able to return to performing in schools and during recess. Seb: It’s working so well to be in schools, that we have a hard time containing the joy of super-excited kids, who often pop the balloons before we have a chance of transforming them into elephants, dogs or monkeys. We had such a good experience at SOS CV, the director gave us the address of the next SOS CV on our route. It will be in New Delhi. Memorable experiences: Val: Being welcomed by Krishna, a Nepalese model for Everest beer and motorcycles. His father has the biggest garden in the country, there we find oranges, lemons, apples, bananas, litchis, tea, cocoa and coffee. Seb: Yesterday evening, sitting on the fresh straw of an old house transformed into a cattle shed, we’re visited by a group of young people and Ganesh, a funny old man, retired from the military. Very quickly, the atmosphere turns to laughter and the delicious odor of vegetable chapatis. While listening to our Hip Hop cassette, our veteran exclaims "Dancehall" and starts to rap in Hindi while we clap in time – all under the watchful eye of cows. Unforgettable! Hoping that these Nepalese memories have pleased you, we leave for New Delhi. Namasthe, Val and Seb
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Jaipur, Rajastan, India. Sept. 27, 2003. 16,500 kilometers. Scroll down to the bottom of this newsletter for a special message! Namasthe, India of the city, India of the country, nation of contrasts, India can but accentuate the traditional rift between the urban and the rural. The following is a list of our experiences in both worlds, the forests of Uttarranchal and the furnace of Delhi.



The Indian city is a metropolis gone mad – it’s like an over-stuffed bus, suffocated residents inside and the others holding on for dear life on the sides. On bike, the contrast is especially striking, on one side the calm of the countryside, its minuscule roads winding through fields, on the other side, the city, a hellish, noise-and-fume-filled, boiler room of rickshaws, buses, Tata trucks, scooters, each one trying to smash into the other to get by. Arriving in Delhi is like getting slapped in the face. We find ourselves stuck in traffic, like a fly stuck in honey, hassled on all sides, blocked in the tiny streets of Old Delhi, the crossroads of the subcontinent, where spices and fruits from everywhere are exchanged. Some kilometers further, the large avenues and the shaded parks of New Delhi seem deserted. This is the politico-administrative center of India, the city of embassies and parliament, totally absent of the Indian life which livens up the other quarters. To some extent, the dust is swept under the rug. We didn’t want to spend so long in Delhi, but we understood quickly that the least little task – mailing a letter, for instance – took on Mission Impossible-like traits. First you need to find the post office, extricate yourself from the maze-like streets, slalom between the crowd, the rickshaws, the vacant-eyed cows chewing on a bit of cardboard, and sometimes, even elephants! After, you’ve got to then survive the traffic of the new city, stand in line at all sorts of different counters, one for weighing, one for buying stamps, one for stamping the stamps. If it’s for a package, you then have to wait patiently for the postal officer to wrap your package in white cloth avec (sceaux a la cire)! In brief, Delhi isn’t really a great town to live in, most find themselves literally stuck here. In the countryside, there’s no post office, but a more relaxed pace of life. We get up as soon as the first few rays of the sun light the pastel paints which cover the walls here. In the country, there is always someone to bring you a hot Tchai (tea with spiced milk) in its metal cup, and who stays there to watch you drink it. We get our things ready, we leave. The road unfolds itself gently, alternating between passages full of activity, and long strips of forest, populated by monkeys. At noon, a truck stop restaurant provides lunch. For about 15 rupees, (0.30 euro), you get dal (lentil soup) with vegetables and some chapattis (pancakes). After a coffee, we refresh ourselves with water from a pump before hitting the road. We sometimes have really unforgettable encounters. One day, it’s a group of 26 Indian bike tourists, bare feet on their one-speed "hero"brand bikes. Each one carried the red flag of Shiva, and the eldest tourists helped cheer on the others with religious chants. The next day, it’s a baba who invites us to share his meal by the side of the road. "Baba" basically designates the religious chief of a temple, but also the ascetic chosen by a Sadhu to lead a solitary, Spartan life. They are easily recognizable by their ample beard, their saffron-colored clothes and a little turban which covers their hair. At night, sometimes we sleep in partially-constructed houses, but we prefer to cycle on to a little town where we can stay in a Dharemsela (refuge in Hindi). The Dharemsela is a big, old house, cared for by the Hindu community, where they welcome travelers for just a few rupees (about 0.10 euro). In the towns a bit further off the beaten track, we are reserved a warm, if not surprised, welcome. Sometimes we have slept in the temples, bearing privileged witness to evenings of traditional chant, we are hypnotized by the monotonous chants and throbbing rhythm of the Tabla. The sound is sometimes hard like metal -- other times, it is soft like water.



In the city, where do we stay? One night in the old house of the Varun family, another night it’s in a dormitory of a Sikh temple. The Sikh religion is fascinating, the men never cut their beard, and they where a colored turban which covers their hair. Other times, we direct ourselves like the others to the guesthouse, to a tiny, stifling room. To escape the atmosphere of Delhi, we find some fellow French people. The room next to ours is occupied by two French cyclists, who bought their primitive bikes in Beijing (26 kilos and only one speed) and have still managed to pedal 7,000 kilometers! A little bit further down the street, we meet Jean Rock, who left France on bike, but who is currently looking to trade in his pedals for oars which he can use to raft down the Ganges. When you reunite this many cyclists in one place, the talk can last for hours! It’s Stephanie who is the one woman in the group. She doesn’t have a bike, but she didn’t forget her red clown nose. A kind of performer in France, she seeks to teach school children juggling, make-up, acrobatics.....doesn’t that remind you of something? Talk about "meant to be" – we united our forces for three very successful shows. It was great, a real fresh coat of paint on our act, but too bad that our respective roads would separate us so quickly. Some days before, we had performed our show at he Shri Shanka School in Haridwar, a school for mentally handicapped children. We were a little bit anxious in the beginning, not really knowing how they would react, but soon we started to see smiles on their faces. We’ll never forget the welcome which the residents of this little school offered to us. An atmosphere of joy and of serenity reigns in the school, it feels quiet and tranquil, which is not often the case in India. We must tell you that Haridwar is a sacred town, the first to be crossed by the Ganges which flows from the mountains. Pilgrims come here by the thousands to purify themselves in this mythic river. We dive in too, not just to take advantage of the water’s holiness, but its cleanliness as well. So for those of you who have the courage, go bathe yourself in your local river or pond – for the others, keep working on your Karma..... Tada (See you later), Val and Seb **** Val & Seb’s Special Offer : To celebrate our 1 year of traveling (in about two weeks– time flies), send us the questions that you’d always wanted to ask but never dared to! Just respond to this address, and we’ll answer the best questions.
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Lahore, Pakistan, October 13. 17,000 km Salam, First few days in Pakistan. Unusual for us, we’re spending our first few days here staying with a friend, who we met in Kathmandu, in the handsome neighborhoods of Model Town, in the suburbs of Lahore. Far from he cliches you might have about Pakistan, daily life here is full of McDonald’s, big streets and well-arranged shops. Here we feel calm and simplicity. Pakistan even brings us a little bit closer to France, as it is the country that is sandwiched between the middle east and the subcontinent. Before this we stayed for a few days in Berunda, in the family farm of Devipal Singh, a young Indian we met in Delhi. We are at the doors of the Great Indian Desert, the scorched plains and mountains cede their place to long waves of rock and of sand. To find Berunda, you must leave the main road, fighting the stifling heat of the day.... It is now 4 in the morning. The chants of the neighboring temple started about half an hour ago. In the chill of the night, they are celebrating the glory of Kali, the goddess of death and of war, and who helped, a long time ago, the king of Berundha to obtain victory over the terrible Aurangzeb the Moghul. Papadji, the head of the household, is already up, he’s en route for the family farm to tend to their little herd of cows, buffaloes and goats. An hour later, it’s the sons turns to wake up to help their father. Then the womens turn, they must find wood to tend the ovens. Jewelry and clothes bear witness to the social situation of a woman. The grandmother, a widow, only wears a simple saree without bracelets, while the young wife of our host wears golden sarees, bracelets and make-up. At 7 o clock, it’s our turn to wake, a little bit after the sun, just as the flies start to bother us. The little village starts to see more activity, some bathe themselves, others brush their teeth, open shops. The cows are sleeping in the sun and groups of kids run down streets in clouds of smoke. They bring us a Chai with buffalo milk, more fatty than cow’s milk, a good start for an active day. We take a bucket of water from the family well and try to shower ourselves. Finding water is absolutely essential in this dry climate, and to have a well in the house is a luxury. In Berundha, it’s always with much pride that they show us their rainwater catch or a canal. In the middle of the morning, the workers come back to the farm for breakfast. By this point, Kiron and Devipal’s mother have been making chappatis for two hours. First, they have to crush the grains of wheat to get flour, then mix the flour with water to get a compact dough. The dough is then knead for a long time, then rolled out into little pancakes. They are then cooked quickly in a pan before being lightly grilled on a flame. In the morning, the chappatis are served with dahi, a kind of white cheese. Here, each member eats separately in the little courtyard, newly painted blue: first the father, then the grandmother, the brothers, then the women.



At the end of the morning, the sun is broiling and we leave the farm on the family motorbike to get a tour of the village. We visit the little temple of Kali, bathed in a soft orange light. A Sadhu invites us to sit with him. Then, we are visited by the other members of the family, uncles and aunts. Often, as soon as we meet a woman for the first time, she covers her face with a veil. In Rajastan, tradition dictates that the women wear the veil in the presence of foreigners, especially those of an inferior caste. Far from the muslim tradition, the veil of the Rajastani women is also a fantastic tool of seduction, colored and almost transparent, it lets but a furtive glance or a quick smile escape. The afternoon is reserved for a visit of the farm, which totals about 56 hectars of grains and of prairie land, about a doxen buffalo, some cows and goats. Devipal shows us lost temples, bird nests, snake holes, the curative virtues of certain plants. A veritable “poete de la nature”, he is a true lover of the country, for him the city life in Delhi must be a real pain. At this point, the sun is a giant ball of fire that kills all activity. The house is closed, forbidden to men. It’s the time when women freshen up. Nearby, we meet Satnarajam Je Rav, a local character, the historian of the village. He is wearing a white dhoti, and a large red turban. He turns the ends of his mustache up, take a couple of puffs of whatever he’s smoking and talks. InRajastan, the turban carried a large social importance. It’s color and its shape are reflective of status and of caste. A handlebar mustache is a sign of power. As soon as we ask Satnarajam if he’ll tell his stories to his sons, he laughs out loud. “It’s been 3000 years that the Rao caste has been telling the story of our people, it’s in our blood!” A long time ago, each king had a rao in his court, in charge of spreading legends, and keeping a history of the court, a bit like the troubadors in medieval times. Satnarajam isn’t the easiest person to interview, each question is treated as a pretext to wax philosophical on the warriors of the desert, about gods or Maharajas. It’s 7 o’clock, the sun has just set but the heat continues to emanate. We find Papadji for a goat roast. The head of the family eats meat and drinks alcohol, a licquor of licorice flavor, pretty strong. Papadji, a veteran soldier and the descendent of a long line of warriors, is an impressive man. He relates with pride the tiger hunt on which he participated. Under a clear moon, his dark face is lit only by a few silvery flickers from his mustache – it’s an image we’ll never forget. We stretch on beds outside – full of alcohol and of meat, we must wash ourselves before being let in impure into the house. Under the stars, under our blankets, we are washed over by the chill of the night and by sleep. A long day of travel awaits. Good night to all, Val et Seb Aurangzeb : Last emperor of the moghuls. Papadji : Affectionate surname for the father. Dji means Mister. Saree : Clothing worn by Indian women Sadhu : A Hindu ascetic, sometimes nomadic or a hermit. He makes a vow never to cut his hair or beard. Dothi : Male clothing Rajasthan : Indian state on the border with Pakistan



Valerian dedicates this newsletter to Mana, his paternal grandmother, who died suddenly at 78 years old on October 19. She was passionate about his adventure, and no one could have imagined that she wouldn’t be there at the end.
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Islamabad, Pakistan. October 29. 17 500 km Assalam Aleykoum, Islamabad, those of use who are watching us closely, especially those with a map, will see that we’ve slowed down somewhat since Labore. The reason is that it takes two weeks to get our Iranian visa. Today we can breathe easy, it’s here, stamped in our redcolored passport, which has already been duly marked by many other countries. It’s the last visa we’ll need, and we’re not too sentimental about leaving the diplomats. A two-week waiting period. When a Pakistani civil servant tells you that while coldly snapping closed the blinds covering his counter, it’s seems like an eternity. Nevertheless, it’s an excellent occasion to travel at a more relaxed pace, to take our time, to spend more time with our hosts, re-paint our bikes, and especially to work on our show. October 17, we left our friend Jamshaid, who welcomed us for two days in his house in Lahore. The discovery of Pakistani cuisine, is a rediscovery of meat, in curries or mutton, chicken or beef birranis. Chapatis are bigger and cheaper, and the vegetables are more varied than in India. For dessert, we are sometimes offered halva, a kind of sweet polenta or a dish of noodles with sugar. To finish the mean, we drink Kawa, a green tea with lemon. A few dozen kilometers from the white-colored capital of the country is Taxila, where we find ruins of the Gandhara civilization. As soon as you enter Pakistan, you walk among the remains of one of the most ancient civilizations of the world, having begun more than 6000 years ago on the banks of the Indus river. It’s here that Asia and Europe fought and intermingled for thousands of years. In Taxila, the oldest ruins are from the 6th century B.C., when the region was but a province of the immense Persian empire. Later, in the third centure BC, it’s here that Alexander fixed the borders of his empire. Mixing early Buddhism and hellenism, Gandhara culture gave birth to a strange sort of religiousity where the statues of the Buddha have Roman noses and curly hair. A little bit further on, we fall under the charm of Hampur Dam, a reservoir at the foot of green hills. An old mosque seems to faint in the heat of the day, and a little swim refreshes us! We meet our neighbor at the campsite, an NGO called the Pakistani Adventure Foundation. The association aims to introduce children to sports and outdoor activities such as kayaking, rafting, hiking, skiing, the most motivated can also get training in high-altitude survival, including how to make an igloo. With barely two rehearsals behind us, it’s a group of pretty high school students who are the first to applaud for our new show “The Jadoo,” which means the magician, in Urdu. http://www.adventurefoundation.org.pk



The educational situation is stark in Pakistan. Less than 40 percent of kids have the chance to go to school. Of these 40%, only a very select few go to quality, private schools such as the elementary school in Haripur we saw. The school had computers, art classes, large, well-equipped classrooms, attentive professors... the next day we presented our show to the children in the public school of the little village. The kids, in their old military-style uniforms, sit in tiny concrete classrooms, with no light, tables or chairs, their only equipment are wood tablets. Pakistan is a very poor country, the professors often tell us regretfully. (Not so poor that they can’t test nuclear bombs in the desert, however.) There are about 3 million Afghan refugees in the country, of which 100,000 are in the Haripur area. To present our show in the refugee camp, we need special authorization. One thing which unifies this disparate people is religion: Islam. We are constantly walking on egg shells as we’re asked constantly about our opinions on terrorism and religion... To say that the Pakistani woman is discreet is a generous understatement. In the countryside, she is a shadow, a mirage, a cloudy figure draped in black. On the other hand, we are happy to come into contact with the Muslim tradition of hospitality. A day doesn’t go by without an invitation to eat or sleep, often both. Even if we are camping, there’s often someone in the neighborhood who wakes us up with tea and something to eat. We spend two memorable days in the villa of Mr. Alam Zeb Khan, a young and rich politician, future minister and grandson of a former president. On October 26, the day of our one year anniversary of being on the road, we decide to splurge a bit, and go to a fine restaurant on the edge of a sunny valley carpeted with pine trees. We’re living it up tonight, and we’re ready to spend 10 times what we usually spend on a meal, an amount which equals the cost of a Big Mac meal at home. A television producer drops by our table, is floored by the story of our adventure, and pays for our meal. We leave with his card, an invitation to his house in Queta, in Balouchistan, and the offer of a role in a Pakistani television show! And now to continue the celebration of our 1st anniversary of the trip, here are the answers to the questions some of you have sent us: Q. Aren’t you even lonely? And what do you do to help combat the feeling of loneliness? A. It’s true that despite the numerous contacts we have with the natives, a moment comes when we miss those who are close to us, and when no one can help fill that emptiness. On the other hand, the fact that we’re traveling in a group of two makes it much easier than pedaling alone. Q. Do you ever have experience discouraging times? And what do you do? A. Discouraging times happen from time to time, especially when we think of the number of kilometers that remain to cycle with the wind in your face. It never lasts long, a beautiful view, a night in the home of a welcoming host or the discovery of a bakery run by expat French people help revive the fires of adventure. Q. What were the most difficult moments to deal with? Seb: The end of the morning (how many more kilometers before we eat?), and the end of the afternoon. Basically, after being on the bike for a while. Val: Crossing the Tibet-Nepal border under rain and mud, with a flat tire. The times in the bus, where I felt like I was losing my independence as a traveler.



Q. What was the scariest moment? Seb: I was camping by myself on the beach in Chile. The sound of the waves, the wind, the shadowy figures in rock gave the moon-less night a mysterious feeling. Suddenly, in front of me, I saw a body, and two round, shiny eyes. I just had time to jump up and light my lamp to find.... a dog. Val: I’m thinking..... Q : What’s the ugliest thing you saw ? A : The piles of public refuse, in the middle of towns where the waste of cows, pigs, goats, kids and homeless people are there for all to see. In Tibet, the large, soul-less Chinese housing blocks that ruined really magnificent valleys. Q : And the most beautiful thing ? A : Mmmm, the girls in Argentina, Thailand, Vietnam. Otherwise, seeing a chain of the Himalayas, stretched out at the very far end of a long, craggy plain. Q : When are you getting back ? A : Thanks for thinking of us, but we still have at least two years left.... Mais non, we are joking. Taking into account the kilometers left, how tired we are, the time zone difference, problems with the bikes, the number of times we will be invited to drink tea...by our calculations we’ll be back in about 3 months, at the beginning of February, next year. Q : Won’t you miss the bike? A : Maybe, either way, not at first. We’ll probably miss the physical activity and the fresh air, which give you a nice tired feeling at the end of the day. At any rate, we’ll always be able to bike to go shopping or have a coffee in our towns. Q : Was there any one moment where you felt pushed to the limit physically, emotionally, psychologically ? A : Physically, yes. Crossing the Andes, in Tibet, and certain Cambodian routes were serious tests of endurance. Val : The day we were coming from Nepal, constant flat tires, the useless breaks, my bags falling, the broken chain, all in less than three hours, and all under an endless, pounding rain. That day “got on my nerves” I guess you could say, but the annoyance lasts about 10 minutes and you’re on your way again. Q : Have you found qualities in yourselves that you never knew you had ? A : We have found out much about ourselves. From a communication standpoint, we were surprised to have been able to meet so many people, and to exchange ideas with such different people, in so many languages, and sometimes with no language at all. Our clown show helped a lot in this domain, each of us has also discovered his own capacity to create art: be it photography, drawing, writing, performance. Q : Are you worried about the secondary effects of riding a bike? A : Actually, in Morocco we saw a report on male cyclists and problems with sterility because of their bicycle seat, a bit worrisome! Why even do a Tour du Monde when you can’t even tell your grandkids about it? Anyway, we bought some really very nice bicycle saddles in Pakistan, very kitschy and very soft. So there you go, now you know all. Tada. Val et Seb



Newsletters 37 and 38 Iran and Turkey Merhaba, After a few days of visiting the legendary mosques in Ispahan, Iran, we hit the road again around the end of November towards Tehran, the Iranian capital. An ugly city where we only stayed enough time to change some money -- at least we were lucky enough to spend a few days with a friend, Hassan, who lodged us at his apartment. In a rush because of our quickly expiring visa, we had to hitch hike. The experience allowed us to meet plenty of nice truckers, and we rode along with them in the driver' s cabin: pressed in between a tea kettle, a hot plate and the prayer rug. In the north, as we passed through Azerbaijan, we discover a secular Iranian tradition: the bastami -- a kind of yoga. Around Dec. 5, we crossed the Turkish border. In Kurdistan, Turkey it was freezing, -15 degrees at night, but in winter the temperature can sometimes get down to -40. Two days later, snow arrived. It' s beautiful, despite the cold which freezes our water, our brakes and our gears -- we remain enchanted. After staying near the Van Lake, we arrived in Tatvan, having traveled thus far 19,200 kilometers. The coutryside reminds us a bit of Tibet. In bus and on bike, we reach Kayseri, the door to Cappodocia, near the 15th. For Christmas, we were in Izmir, near the Aegean Sea -- for New Year' s we spent the night in Istanbul. Our return is speedily approaching -- just one hour time difference now, and mark in your calendars : We' ll be back Feb 7 2004 in Vitry Le Francois, France after 15 months of travel. We' d be happy to meet all of our supporters in the afternoon! Gula gula -- and happy new year ! Val and Seb
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Thessaloniki, Greece, le 13 January 2004, 20.500 km Kalimera, we are in Greece, Before beginning this letter, we take a moment to think the victims of the earthquake in bam, Iran. It has been hardly two months since we were there. We had one of our most incredible camps at a military citadel there, which no longer stands. We still are without news from the 4 students we met in Kerman from Bam. Leaving the bus to Istanbul, the first destination for Seb was the airport. No, he is not returning to France, but he is going to find his friends Sé verine and Zazar coming to celebrate the new year. Surprise, Polo came too! We met in Istanbul as easily as we would meet for a night in Paris. Val, still on the mediterrean coast, rejoined the troup for December 31. All 3 arrived with the idea to find a typical Asian country. They wanted the shock of a different culture, they had a shock, but in a different way "ohhh, It' s modern here." That was the first part of the impression. because, little by little we discovered pretty neighborhoods with colorful houses, the ambiance of Turkish music in friendly bars, the labyrinths of bazaars in sloping alleyways, and the kind Turks always ready to offer a of piping hot çay (tea). The tourists have been avoiding Istanbul in light of recent events, so we had a dormitory all to ourselves. There we prepared a delicious meal accompanied by a large portion of foie gras and toast. We had been saving a bottle of champagne to celebrate 2004 in the streets with the Turks, before jumping into the heat of the clubs. Not for long however, the first threw us out because of a dress code. Fortunately the second welcomed much more warmly, with a local folk/rock band. We didn' t stop dancing until the bar closed in the early morning. After our friends left, we gave a show at the Istanbul orphanage. Each morning waking up, by the window of our Guest House, we contemplate the thick red buttress of the Aya Sofia. Which for 9 centuries was the largest basilica in the Christian world. Today in the Sultanahmet square it faces two of the most marvelous mosques in the world. On one side the powerful Aya Sofia, on the other the ethereal blue mosque with six towers dancing in the morning fog. One is on earth, the other in the air. Istanbul has the rhythm of Europe, but their stormy history still shows. Between their innumerable mosques, nestled between Byzantine churches, the palaces of long gone Sultans and vast markets where various Turkish Delights are crammed, multicolored ones. dried and candied fruits, spices, herbs. teas, cheeses, and olives of all colors. Before the new year, we visited one of the numerous baths of the city. Draping our towels on the tile, we scrubbed each others backs before we sprayed boiling water, or icy water for a little prank. On the wall, the a sign said that in these same marble arcades centuries earlier the magnificent Süleyman came here to cleanse himself. First, we had a first to a barber, where Seb shaved his moustache mustache and Val his overgrown locks. Our hilarious little barber swallowed a good glassful of Raki (a local pastis), coating a face with a flurry of a shaving brush, off came another patch and the beginning of the systematic removal of our disgraceful hair. You must see it to believe it!



Much less pleasant was our experience at the post office. Ordinarily, getting our packages is an agreeable formality. This time however only 2 of 6 packages were waiting for us. We were then told that we had to go to the Central post office on the other side of town. An epic worthy of the follies of Asterix began At the end of three hours of wandering by various post office windows, offices, administrative centers and other places, we were at the end of our rope. We took the took quasi-hostage of our puny translator and threatened to search all of the packages. Give us our sausages! No doing, we left empty handed and we wasted a beautiful sunny morning. Finally some packages arrived. We returned to the madhouse one last time the last day, in extremis, to recover the T-shirts and le foie gras from our fan club (a big thanks to the Tirman) family, but Seb' s Christmas presents are still floating around out there somewhere. Our arrival in Greece marked our return to Europe. We found again with tenderness the Euro. It' s also the return of the cold and for the first time in our whole trip we pedaled all day in our jackets. The locals seemed as cold as the temperature, the language barrier didn' t help. We tried asking for a garage or little place to pass the night, but also a "Yok" accompanied a movement of the head in exaggerated negation, very irritating. Even after offering a show at the orphanage, we waited for an invitation but we just got congratulations on our courage to sleep outside. We passed out nights wrapped up in our sleeping bags dreaming of heat.. Not easy to pass the days and nights in the cold, we find ourselves looking at the interiors of warm houses with envy. This made us think of all of the homeless who pass the whole winter in the cold while no one pays attention. These slightly difficult conditions made us revise our ideas on the necessary comforts for living. Our joy was great when we found a kind cafe which let us prepare a warm meal. encore. Two days later, we crossed paths with two German cyclists on their way to the Orient. Here is a bit of advice for those wandering cyclists who might cross that route : Germans, French, Italians, Japanese, or Argentineans, we form one big family. A loud honk of our horn, we traveled together before engaging in conversation as though we had known each other for a long time. Where do you come from, where are you going, since how long, how many kilograms, which tires, saddlebags, seats... ? We exchanged things, advice, stories, addresses, E mails, maps, guides, reassurances about on or another countries security and the state of routes of passage...We could take hours. Then each went on his way again. For our last letters, we have the idea to start a small abecedarian of our voyage. Today we start with A as in artists and M as in malady. Artists : Dancers in the streets of Barcelona, Moroccan or Indian storytellers, Mauritanian rappers, Argentinean jugglers, Columbian tightrope walkers, Cambodian acrobats, Chinese calligraphers, Nepalese magicians. We traveled with a theme in mind, meeting incredible and creative people. Bivouacs : Our room has grown over the last few months. Our hotel of a thousand stars every night. Under the tent, under the sky, on the beach, in the desert, on mountains, with the cops, or bigwigs. We were always at home.



Clowns : When man can no longer speak, the clown will take over. With or without a red nose, laughter is a universal language which allows us to break the barrier that separates the visitors from the hosts. Donner (giving): We have been given so much, we who had to little to offer in exchange. In the words of our friend Tarek, a Syrian refuge in Istanbul : I feel at home in your company, you share all as the do in the Orient. No other compliment could give us more pleasure. Ecole (school) : In the half-light of Pakistani classrooms to the fine pedagogy of New Zealand to the schools lost in the Chilean sierra. Hats off to all of those institutions fighting everyday for the future of children. Faranghs : or toubabs, gringos, long-nez, meester, tourists. Our origins are engraved on our foreheads. The bicycles often helped us overcome prejudices and let us be accepted for who we were and not for that which we represent. Gas : Very uncertain hygiene, culinary experiments, incessant change of routine. The stance of a cyclist is not favored by digestion and we very actively participated in the greenhouse effect. Hommes (Men/Mankind) : Leaving on this trip by bike, this was above to meet others. People were often amazed that we had been to visit so and so a monument, city, mountain or beach...but we have found so much more: friends. Ideas : What do you do on a bicycle, when not cursing the wind or your back tire? You think, you think, you imagine what is next, you go over the rest. Subjected to a multitude of experiences ideas form constantly. Joy : Biking, it' s a joy, of course, all the time or almost. A year of joy in fact. Khomeini : and Franco, Hassan II, Pinochet, Ho Chi Minh, PolPot, Pao and those I' ve overlooked. Often democracy is a recent discovery and has yet to take hold. Laver (Washing): To wash, a single small cloth cleans all, one shower a week, laundry once a month and one pair of shorts for the year. There you have it the area in which we exceeded our limits. Maladies : Malaria, various viruses, infected cuts, pussy pustules, Montezuma' s revenge in all of it' s forms. At the end, we will be going soon, and our medicine kits are just as full as they were when we started. Later for the rest and ... the end of our adventures. RENDEZ VOUS FEBRUARY 7 2004 BETWEEN 14 H ET 16 H AT VITRY LE FRANCOIS, Marne, PLACE D’ARMES. Plan to take the whole evening off, the party will last all night. (Infos : [email protected], ou 03 26 74 56 40) Val and Seb



First and foremost – Bravo! Val and Seb have wrapped up their world tour by bike and are back in their home country and Val’s hometown, Vitry-Le-Francois in Northeastern France. Check the pictures out at their website! http://rmazataud.free.fr/tdm.htm
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Split, Croatia. Jan 27 2004. 21.000 km. Zdravo ! After a night in a soaking wet tent, the sun peeks out its nose and lights the old cobblestoned streets surrounding the fort at Split. We leave the “Centar za Odgoj i Obrazovanj", a school for children with mental handicaps. They have given us a warm welcome, loads of laughter and applause, we leave with full hearts, not too mention sandwiches ! 10 days earlier, in an Albanian train from the capital Tijana to Shkoder, near the Montenegran border, our hearts were much more closed. Albania left a bitter taste in our mouths – despite the week’s worth of warnings from the Greeks about the people in Albania that would try to scam us – we didn’t pay much attention (especially from the Greeks!) Under the sun, the countryside is nevertheless splendid. Soft, green hills at the foot of gray mountains, artistically powdered with snow. The road snakes between these white balloons, dives into a blue lake, and then climbs the mountain again. For our first night, we are happy to find a bit of human warmth with three guys who invite us to try a little vodka in their gas station. We utter a few Albanian words mixed with the Italian we learned at the movies, eventually our friends invite us to a discotheque, it’s the in thing to do in Albania. We return pretty quickly with the station owner, drunk and upset that his friend spent all his money in an attempt to woo the only girl at the bar. Our guy then demands 20 euros in exchange for our bikes locked in the garage. We refuse, we try to reason with him, but nothing doing, the situation looks like it’ll just get worse. The owner threatens val with a marteau, then with a disque de ponceuse, one guy take Seb’s camera (we fortunately keep the most valuable with us, camera, video camera, money and passports). We escape them at night and ask a neighbor to call the police – in reality, the police are in on the whole situation – it totally the Mafia. We flee towards Korca, a nearby city in search of the real police. Meanwhile, the group is looking for us and we’re forced to cut through muddy fields to escape them. It’s a bit of a cartoonish chase, where we throw ourselves on the ground whenever we spot their flashlights. Never, did we think we’d lose our equipment, in the worst case scenario we were thinking we could at least save our diaries. Around 1 in the morning, the snow started to fall and we could sight police lights on the road. The police finally find us, apparently they were called by our aggressors who said we were “bad payers”. On top of everything, no one speaks English. Finally, we get our bikes back, completely combed over – I hope they got a good whiff of our dirty socks! – the best was that after that, the cops themselves asked us to pay our debts! We run as fast as we can from this brutish land – and that’s what explains our sadness on the train.



Nevertheless, we meet the Leka family. Edmund, a 14 year old kid, speaks German with Val, he learned the language by watching tv! The father speaks Italian, and we answer him in Spanish. To fill in the holes, we sometimes we some arab words, Turkish words, Greek or English, we’re definitely in Europe. We have have immediate trust in them as soon as they ask us to spend the night in their little house. During the night, between innumerable power outages, the family regales us with tales of Albanian, Yugoslav and Greek folklore. Edmund is a real Mozart with the accordion and the keyboard, and his father accompanies him on violin. Val tries to harmonize on guitar… During all this, the mother, Flora, feeds us sausages and potatoes, under the watchful eye of a Mother Teresa calendar (she’s originally Albanian). The honor of the country is saved, the rest is just a bad memory. The battle the wind, but find nice families to take us in, as well as a French teacher who helps us find a performance space for our show. Without delaying us, we find Kotor, a pretty little city located between a mountain and the blue waters of a magnificent fjord, where we have an appointment with two architects who are friends of a friend of Val. Sandra and Tanja welcome us warmly in their new agency in the middle of the old town. In addition to their work as architects, they have also founded an NGO, Expeditio, dedicated to the safeguard of the architectural heritage of Montenegro. Every year, they organize days to restore these sites with amateur and professional volunteers in an effort to give life to these old, forgotten buildings. We listen with interest the stories of their youth under the communists. Despite the iron-fisted nature of political power during that epoch, people tell us life was easier. They went to university during the bombings of Serbia by NATO in 1999 – currently, an economic crisis is also impacting this country. In Montenegro, the average salary is about 200 euros a month – the cost of living however is almost two times more expensive than in France. Sandra guides us through the paved streets of the town, we talk about the architecture of the roman churches, the forts, theaters and prisons, Tanja offers us a hot shower and a warm bed. The sea and the mountains hold us for four days, the Adriatic coast in Croatia opens before us an infinite panorama of crystalline bays and creeks and long, green masses of mountains. Despite the glacial north winds, we continue our journey towards Italy and France! On the way, we pass through Bosnia Herzegovina (just 5 kilometers) and 30 kilometers in Slovenia. Should we count them as countries traveled or not? One night, the firefighters of Dubrovnik offer their gym to us for the night – hello 6 o’clock wake up calls! Yesterday, in a polar cold, two Fransican monks offer us a room. As a bonus, here is the end of our alphabet de voyage – From N for Nourishment, to Z for Zidane. N for Nosh : One of the main reasons to live and travel -- under the tent, Seb usually cooks but in Asia, when meals cost 50 cents, we usually ate out. We have eaten everything from Tajines in Morocco, to Senegalese teboudienes to Argentine parillas, to the dals of India and kebabs of the Middle East. O for O, Where Are You? : You can’t help it – especially, as you approach a big city , you turn around and where’d he go? We both have lost each other on the trip, once for two days in Delhi, but we usually find each other thanks to the Web – like usual.



P for Plethora of Bread : Apart from certain kinds of Asian bread and the sliced bread in Australia, everyone knows how to make bread – not as good as the bread in France, but not bad. In out hit parade: little Chilean breads, the bread in Maroccan tajines, the Indian chapattis, the steamed buns of China, the Iranian nuns and the little Laotian baguettes. Q for Quarrels : 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, two guys on bikes, stuck under the tent for better and for worse, there are times when we don’t get along, with our personalities that are both different and complementary. Sometimes we did separate just to breath a bit, for the benefit of everyone. Finally, everything is magically forgiven and forgotten, usually after a good show. R for Religion : To understand a country, a people or a culture, you must first try to understand its religion. Islam, Buddhism, Hinduism or Sikhism, you must open yourself up with curiosity and accept with tolerance. The discovery of different beliefs, different rituals and our encounters with monks and priests has been for us a rich experience. We have learned much, but no one has yet convinced us. S for Sacks : Each morning, arrange our sacks, every object that we use in our daily lives is duly wrapped in its plastic bag and put in its place. First the sleeping bag, then the bags for food, clothes, our floor rug, the tent. During the day, we usually use just the sacks at the front of our bikes. The organization also depends on the weather. T for Tea : The Moroccans’ version of whisky, with mint, Senegalese tea, with the foam, a Chilean tea, jasmine tea in Vietnam, iced tea in Cambodia, butter tea in Tibet, milk tea in India, Kawa with lemon in Pakistan, or simple Turkish Cay. Here is the real international drink (much older than Coke!) U for Units of Currency : First, you’ve got to change your money before the border, because after, it’s not always possible. Then, you’re left with tons of random coins and bills, a new rate of currency, new prices and new vendors. We paid 3 rupees for a tea, then 5, then 500 rials and finally 250 000 liras! V for Vests and other Items of Clothing : Even if our clothing choices were pretty limited, we never really knew what to wear – we would be dying of cold in the morning, then dying of heat at noon. We sweat as we bike uphill, we’re freezing on the descent, the wind cools and sweat freezes when you stop. A daily pleasure: taking out the dry clothes from their respective sacks. W for “Where are you come from?” : The question from Saigon to Queta. The English spoken in the rest of the world has little in common with that of Oxford. To have yourself be understood, you must roll your R’s, put a “uh” sound before words that start with s: such as, uhschool, uhstudent, uhsmall. The Indians have even created their own kind of English grammar. X for the X factor, the Unknown : The unknown is a part of our everyday: where will we sleep tonight, what waits for us on the other side of the border, what’s this meat in our noodles? The unknown is the spice of our daily life and usually results in nice surprises, thanks to our lucky star.



Y for Your Gestures : From Iran to Albania, to show negation, you raise your chin and eye brows, as if to say “what’s the problem?” You have to do it. In Vietnam, it’s a different gesture. In the beginning we muddled through it, after it’ll never leave us! Z for Zidane : Forget Jules Verne, Victor Hugo, Cousteau, Napoleon, Jean Paul Gautier. For the rest of the world, France is before all Zidane. Like a password that allows you to enter into the most improbable conversations, or to avoid a large Chinese fine in Tibet. We pedal on with a light heart, happy to have accomplished our dream and heads full of memories for a lifetime. Dovidenja Val and Seb
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